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Love Your Lungs!
Take a deep breath. You deserve it. ln
fact, you need it! That air you're breathing
in contains oxygen. lt's a gas that every
type of cell in your body needs in order
to use energy from nutrients. Without
oxygen, these cells would die in minutes.
Of course, most of your 100 trillion cells
are buried somewhere deep inside you, far
from air. So how do they get this precious
oxygen?

It comes to them courtesy of your
respiratory system. Your respiratory
system contains allthe organs you need
for breathing. Remember that big breath of
air you just took? Let's follow its path.

1. Air goes in through your nose. The air
you breathe in is about 20"/o oxygen.
Most of the rest of that air is nitrogen.

2. As the air passes through your nasal
passages, three things happen. The
air is warmed so that it doesn't "shock"
your lungs. Moisture is added, since
air is often dry. Finally, mucus and tiny
hairs called cilia (sil-ee-uh) trap dust
and dirt particles. (continued on page 2)
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3. Air travels down your windpipe, or trachea
(tray-key-uh).

4. The trachea branches off into the bronchi
(bron-kahy). Each of these leads to one lung. The
trachea and bronchi also contain cilia, which keep
filtering the air.

5. lnside your lungs, the bronchi divide into many small
branches. Each branch is called a bronchiole
(bron-key-ol), which means "little branch."

6. At the end of the tiniest bronchioles are clusters of air
sacs. There are about 500 million of these air sacs,
or alveoli (al-vee-oh-lie) inside your lungs. Air passes
through the bronchioles and into the alveoli.

7. Here, something pretty amazing takes place. Just
outside the thin walls of the alveoli are the tiny blood
vessels called capillaries. After air enters the alveolus,
the oxygen in it passes through the alveolar wall
and through the capillary wall. lt joins with red blood
cells. At the same time, carbon dioxide (waste gas)
that the red blood cells are carrying passes into the
alveolus. The oxygen-rich blood goes back to the
heart. lt is pumped out to your arteries which take it
around your body. The carbon dioxide leaves your
body when you breathe out.

The cilia in your
nasal passages
wave back and
forth, pushing
particles of dirt
and dust back
to the throat,
where they are
swallowed. Your
digestive system
destroys these
particles. Though
cilia trap most
particles, some
do get into the
lungs. Your mouth
doesn't have any
cilia or mucus.
Therefore, the
air you breathe
through your
mouth is not
cleaned as well
as the air you
breathe through
your nose.

mucus

cilia

dirt



Think About lt
The walls oJ the alveoli are only one cell thick. Why must
they be so thin?

Your left lung is slightly smaller than your right lung. Why
do you think this is so?

Tlte lut'rgs u[ people living in cltles are more gray than
those of people living in the corrntry. Why do yorr think
this is so?

!-

lnside the
alveoli,
capillaries
cover the
outside
of each
alveolus.

Breathe ln, Breathe Out
The diaphragm (die-uh-fram) is a large, flat muscle
under your lungs. When you breathe in, it tightens,
or contracts, and moves down. When the diaphragm
contracts, there is less pressure in the lungs. You can
suck air into them easily.

When you breathe out, the diaphragm and chest
muscles relax. The diaphragm pushes upward. This
creates more pressure around your lungs. The pressure
helps force air out of the lungs. Not all air leaves your
body. You always have some air in your lungs even if
you breathe out deeply.
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n About Your Voice
Put your fingers on your throat. Now, say a few words.
Can you feel something in your throat vibrating? The
vibration is caused by the vocal cords. They're inside
the larynx (lair-inks) which is often called the voice box.
The vocal cords are two stretchy pieces of skin. As air
passes over them, it makes them vibrate. The size of
your vocal cords and the way they vibrate gives you your
voice. A man's vocal cords are thicker than a woman's,
so he has a deeper voice. Tight vocal cords create a
higher voice.

vocal cords corne close
together as you speak

vocal cords are far
apart when you breathe
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Wheeze, Cough, and Sneeze
You know the feeling. Your nose is all stuffed up and
your throat feels sore. You have a cold. Colds are
caused by viruses. But how does a tiny virus cause a
stuffy nose and sore throat?

Once the cold virus gets in your body, it begins to
multiply. ln a couple of days, your nose and throat will
contain thousands of viruses. By this time, your white
blood cells have started to make antibodies to fight the
virus. ln order to make antibodies, white blood cells
release chemicals. These chemicals irritate the throat
and make it feel sore. At the same time, the chemicals
cause the mucous membranes in your sinuses
(the spaces in your skull) to make mucus. Mucous
membranes swell up causing a stuffy nose. As they
begin to drain a few days later, you'll get a runny nose.

Allergies and Asthma are other common respiratory
problems. Many people are allergic to pollen, dust,
and pets. Each time they come into contact with an
allergen (like pollen), the body has an abnormal reaction
and sends antibodies to fight it. People with these
kinds of allergies sneeze and have runny noses and
swollen nasal passages. Allergic reactions can also
bring on asthma, rashes, and headaches. Asthma is a
condition where the body's airways become constricted
(or narrowed), making it hard to breathe. People with
asthma may wheeze or cough as the body tries to get
more air.

Bronchitis is an infection of the bronchi. The bronchi
and bronchioles inside the lungs become swollen and
cause the muscles around the bronchioles to tighten.
These swollen bronchiare more narrow, so less air

can pass through them. Extra mucus blocks them even

more. Coughing up mucus and having trouble breathing

are two signs of bronchitis.

Pneumonia is an infection of the lungs and alveoli. lt

can cause your body to make a lot of extra mucus and/

or pus. (Pus is a collection of white blood cells that
gather to fight
lnfections.) Tlre
mucus or pus
may become
trapped in
the lungs.
Symptoms of
pneumonia
include chills,
coughing,
fever, and
sweating.

Tuberculosis
(TB) is an
infection
that was
once almost
eliminated in
this country.
Now, TB is back. lt is caused when bacteria from an
infected person pass through the water droplets in

the air when he or she talks or coughs. lf the illness
is caught early, it can usually be cured with medicine.
However, there are forms of TB that cannot be cured.
People infected with HlV, drug-users, alcoholics, and
people from countries where TB is common are most
likely to get this form of tuberculosis.

Give Your Lungs a Lift
You know that exercise is great for building strong muscles, including a

strong heart. But do you know what exercise can do for your lungs?

Regular aerobic exercise increases lung capacity. Aerobic exercise
is one in which your heart and breathing rate increase for at least
30 minutes. Jumping rope, swimming, riding a bicycle, and taking
a fast walk are examples of aerobic exercises. Doing these kinds
of activities will help your heart supply all of the oxygen that your

muscles need. Aerobic exercise will make your diaphragm and the
muscles around your lungs stronger. lt will be easier for your lungs to
take in air. The alveoliwill be more efficient at getting oxygen to the
blood.

You can also keep your lungs healthy by avoiding pollution. Make
sure the windows are open whenever you use chemicals like paint
thinner, cleaners, or strong glues. Choose not to smoke cigarettes.
Hang out with nonsmokers because the smoke from other people's
cigarettes can hurt your lungs. lf someone in your family smokes, ask
them to quit or to smoke outside.



NO Smoking, Please
Smoke in the Girculatory System

Garbon monoxide is a gas produced by smoking.
When a person smokes, carbon monoxide willjoin with

\

his or her red
blood cells. The
red blood cells
will carry carbon
monoxide instead
of oxygen to the
body cells. But
body cells don't
need carbon
monoxide;they
need oxygen.
(ln fact, carbon
monoxide will
gradually poison
the body.) ln

order to get enough oxygen to the cells, the heart
must pump faster. That's why the heart of a smoker
beats about 90 times per minute, while the heart of
an average adult beats only 70 times. After years of
smoking, the smoker's heart is likely to just give out,
possibly causing a heart attack or heart failure.

Smoking also harms the blood vessels. A smoker
is more likely to develop fat deposits inside his/her
blood vessels. The fat will make the blood vessels
more narrow, so it will be harder for blood to squeeze
through them. The fat deposits also make it likely that
blood cells will stick together, forming a clot. Blood
clots can cause heart attacks and strokes.

Everywhere you go, you see "NO SMOKING" signs.
They're in restaurants and offices, in elevators and
stores. The reason for the signs is that smoke is
harmfulfor people in a smoky room. Smoke will irritate
the eyes and throal, and it can make breathing difficult

for people with allergies or asthma. Over the years,
breathing in a lot of smoke can cause lung cancer and
other illnesses.

Smoke in the Respiratory System
lf smoke is so bad for people in a smoky room, imagine
what it can do to the smoker! First of all, smoke will
paralyze the cilia, They won't be able to push dust and
dirt out of the air passages. These particles irritate the
lungs and will make the smoker cough. Eventually,
the cilia will be destroyed. The smoker will have more
respiratory illnesses than a nonsmoker because the
cilia can't keep the lungs clean.

The tar in cigarettes is sticky
Tar coats the bronchi and
makes it harder for oxygen
to pass from the lungs
into the blood. That's
whys6olo"rs are often
out of breath.

Emphysema is a very
serious lung disease
that is often caused by
smoking. When a person
has emphysema, the alveoli cannot
contract as they should. lt is difficult for them to take
in oxygen. They won't be able to get rid of carbon
dioxide, either. As the disease progresses, the alveoli
become useless. The person with emphysema may
have to stay in bed. Walking around the room might
cause him/her to become out of breath. Walking up the
stairs might be impossible.

Among people who don't smoke, lung cancer is a rare
disease. Lung cancer is a smoker's disease in which
a tumor forms in the lungs. The tumor is made of
abnormal cells that grow out and choke healthy cells.
Many cases of lung cancer end in death.
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Don't Fall for lt
Why do people make ads? To get you to use a

certain product, of course! See if you can answer

these questions correctlY.

1. Each year, tobacco companies try to get one million

more people to begin smoking.
true false

2. Each year, half a million people quit smoking.
true false

3. One in every seven deaths in the U.S. is due to a
disease caused by smoking.
true false

4. Smokeless (chewing) tobacco must now carry
warning labels, just as cigarette packages do.
true false

5. Tobacco products cannot be advertised on television
true false
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Answers:

Less Smoke,
but No Less Danger
Chewing tobacco can harm the body in many of the

same ways cigarettes can. Chewing tobacco can
cause cancer of the lips, cheek, and tongue. ln the
worst cases, parts of the lip or tongue may have to be

cut away to save the Person's life.

Yellow teeth and black gums are signs that someone
has been using chewing tobacco. The diseased gums

won't be able to hold the teeth, which may fall oui.
Rotten teeth are likely too because chewing tobacco
contains a lot of sugar.

Tobacco Free for a
Healthy Me!
The nicotine in tobacco is
addictive. That is, once Your bodY

gets used to nicotine, it craves it.
Your body will want nicotine more
and more. The only waY to avoid
addiction is never to start smoking
or chewing tobacco.

More and more people are deciding
never to smoke. These daYs, manY
young people would never think of
using tobacco. lf someone asks You
to try cigarettes or chewing tobacco,
how would you say NO?

These lungs
are smoke-free.Hove o smoke?

Whot o joka!
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Ask the Expert
Dear Expert,

My sister had friends over yesterday and they were
talking about juuling in class. What exactly is juuling?
ls it as bad as e-cigarettes? All I know is that you use
something called a JUUL to do it. Thanks!

- Amanda, grade 5

Dear Amanda,

Thank you for writing in with these two great
questions! An e-cigarette is an electronic device
that produces an aerosol meant to be inhaled. Most
e-cigarettes work by heating up a cartridge containing
nicotine, flavoring, and various other chemicals.
A JUUL is simply a new brand of electronic ("e")
cigarettes, and using a JUUL is often referred to as
"JUULing." The JUUL is a very dangerous brand
of e-cigarettes. Here's why. For starters, JUUL
e-cigarettes contain more than twice the amount of
nicotine as most other e-cigarette brands. ln fact,
one cartridge (or pod) contains nearly as much
nicotine as an entire pack of traditional cigarettes!
This is especially hazardous for kids and teenagers,
because nicotine has negative effects on the
developing brain. lt also makes JUUling very, very
addictive. JUUL e-cigarettes are also dangerous
because they are designed to look like a USB drive
and can be charged using a USB port. Consequently,
it is easier than ever for kids to use them in public
places without anyone noticing. Many kids (and even
adults) greatly underestimate how harmful vaping
and JUULing is for the human body. Share what you
know with your sister or ask her to check out www.
cdc. gov/tobacco/bas i c_i nformati o n/e-ci garettes/
to learn more about vaping. Thanks for your question!

lf you have a question for the ExperT, ask your teacher to send a
Ietter to P.O. Box 7294 Wilton, CT 06897 or ematT AskTheExpert@
TheGreatBodyshop.net. Be sure yourtirst name, grade, school, and
school address are included.
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Word Wise
respiratory system-all the organs
needed for respiration (breathing)

cilia-tiny hairs in the nasal passages,
bronchi, and trachea which help remove
dust and dirt particles

trachea-the windpipe

bronchi-the major tubes leading to the
lungs

bronchiole-tiny branches inside the
lungs, which carry air to the alveoli

alveoli-air sacs through which oxygen
and carbon dioxide are exchanged with the
blood

diaphragm-the muscle under the lungs

emphysema-a disease which destroys
the alveoli; smoking can cause it

lung cancer-a disease in which a tumor
forms in the lungs; smoking often causes it

tar-the chemicals in cigarettes which
leave a black film on the lungs

carbon monoxide-a poisonous gas
produced by smoking or auto exhaust

carbon dioxide-waste gas produced by
cells

addictive-causing a physical dependency,
or very strong desire

nicotine-the addictive chemical in
tobacco
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The Color of Blood

The blood traveling
in your arteries has
just made a trip to the
lungs. lt is carrying
oxygen and is bright
red. The blood in
your veins has little
oxygen left. lt is dark
red.

Sit quietly. Count
how many times You
inhale in 60 seconds
Now, run in place for
one minute. Count
again. How many
breaths did you
take? Why did your
breathing speed uP?
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Love Your Lungs!
This month in THE GREAT BODY SHOP,
your child studied the respiratory system and
how to keep it healthy. Please reinforce the
material by posting this calendar in your home
and reading it each day with your child.

Lesson 1: The Respiratory System
Lesson 2: Community Health and Diseases

of the Respiratory System
Lesson 3: Smoking and Your Lungs
Lesson 4: Pollution in the Community
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One out of four
people who have
heart attacks do this.
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What are
BRONCHI?

Today's Riddle

One of these is
wet and sticky, like
flypaper. The other
is like a broom.
Together, they keep
you dust-free. What
are they?

(sa6essed leseu puP
esou rno{ eurl t1crllm
'erlrc pue sncnLu eq1)

Check the correct
answers. Smoking
can cause:

_ lung cancer

_ emphysema

_ respiratory
illnesses

_ babies to be born
smaller ihan
normal

dizziness

heart disease

_ nausea

Do you ever
wake up with a

headache? lt may
be because you burY
your head under Your
pillow and blankets
when you sleep. That
cuts down on the
amount of oxygen
you'll breathe in,

and can give you a
headache.

Fun Fish Fact

Fish need oxygen
just as you do, but
they don't have
lungs. They breathe
in water through their
mouths. The water
passes over the gills,
which take oxygen
out of it. Through the
gills, fish also get rid
of carbon dioxide.

Today's Fact

The cilia can remove
a pint of mucus from
the lungs each day.
Smoking paralyzes
the cilia so they can't
wave back and forth.
Mucus builds up in
a smoker's lungs, .'

causing him or her to
cough.

Today's Fact

US deaths due to
smoking each year
equalthe number of
deaths if 920 model
747 jels crashed.

Today's Exercise

Run in place during
all of the commercials
on your favorite TV
show.

Todqy's Fact ,

chilled won't

cold air.

a'cold

Today's Exercise

Find a favorite
exercise and do it for
60 minutes. You can
break it up into 20
minutes at a time.

What is the real
name for your
body's "windpipe"?

(eaqcetl)

Today's Exercise

Pretend you're in
a marching band.
March with your
knees high and your
back straight. Swing
your arms as you
go. Can you keep it
up for 15 minutes?
30 minutes? 60
minutes?

What happens when food goes "down the
wrong way"?

Food should go down your esophagus
(a tube from your mouth to your stomach).
To make sure that happens, a flap of skin

closes your trachea (a tube that goes to your
lungs) when you swallow. lf you swallow
too fast, the trachea might not close all the
way. Coughing pushes the food out of your
trachea.

Word for Today: Tar

Tar is ihe
collective name
for the thousands
of chemicals in
cigarettes.

I

Today's Challenge

How do plants
breathe? Look uP the
answer. How does
this help keep our air
supply balanced?



Nome Dote:

Love Your Lungs (pgs. 3- a)

Breathe fn, Breoth Out
The diophrogm (die-uh-from) is alarge, f lot muscle under your lungs

Describe how it works on the lines below: (Summorize)

About Your Voice

The vocol cords are two stretchy pieces of skin inside the lorynx (loir-inks).

Whot hoppens os air posses over them?

Compare the diff erences between o mon's ond womon's vocol cords. Describe

and exploin the diff erences on the lines below. (Compare ond controst)



Love Your Lungs (pg.4)
GiveYour Lungs A Lift

What typeof exercise increoses lung copocity?

Whot dre sotne great exomples of this type of exercise?

Whot is o result of doing oerobic exercise? (Summorize)

List tha othar things you con do to keep your lungs healthy? (List doto)

1

2

3

4



Nome Dqte

Love Your Lungs (pg.4)

Wheeze. Couoh And Sneeze

Once you get o cold virus in your body, the virus begins to multiply.Write

about the sequence of events thot will hoppen in your body over the next

couple of doys?

Allerqies ond Asthmo

Allergies and Asthma a?e other common respirotony problems. Mony people

ore ollergic to ond 

-.
When people come in contoct with on allergen (like pollen), the body hos on

obnormol reqcfion ond

Whot ore some symptoms of on allergy?



Allergic reacfion con olso bring on osthmo, roshes, qnd heodoches.

Use the text in your issue to help you descnibe osthmo in your own words on

the lines below.

Bronchitis

Whot is bronchitis?

Exploin whot hoppens to bronchi ond bronchioles os o result of on infection

of the bronchi:

Whot ore two signs or symptoms or bronchitis?

Pneumonio

Pneumonio is on infection of the lungs. Whot are the symptoms of

Pneumonio?

How ore bronchitis and pneumonra similor?



Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis (T.B.) is on infection thot wos once olmost eliminoted in this

country. Now, Tuberculosis is back.

How is T.B. possed from parson to person?

If T.B. is cought early con if be cured?

Whot forms of T.B. connot be cured?



Nome Dote:
Love Your Lungs (pgs. 5&6)

Smoke in the Respirotory System

As you know, smoking ond breothing in smoke from o smoke f illed room or cor

cqn lead to lung cance? ond othen serious illnesses. Reod the section, "Smoke

In The Respirotory System". Then, write a porogroph exploining the harmful

effecls thot smoke has on your cilra.

Tar aff ects the bronchi in whot woy?

Emphysemo is o serious diseose thot is often caused by smoking. Exploin

whot hoppens to the oveoli os a result of Emphysemo

fs lung concer primorily a srnoker's diseose? Whot con

form in your lungs os o result of srnoking?

Whqt ore tumors moda of?



NO Smokino. Pleose

Corbon monoxide is o gos produced by smoking. Describe whot hoppens to

red blood cells when o smoker inholes corbon monoxide (smoke) into their

lungs.

Why doas o smoker's heort pump foster than o non-smoker?

Smoking is olso hormful to blood vessels. Smokers aremore likely to develop

fat deposits in their blood vessels.

Exploin the sequence of events thot toke ploce in the blood vessals of o

smoker.
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Name

Answer the questions.

1. Why did Columbus want to find a sea route to Asia?

Christopher Columbus and his ships landed on a Caribbean island.

h 749), Christopher Columbus and about 90 men left Spain
on three ships. Columbus thought that he could find a sea route
to Asia. Europeans wanted the gold and spices that were there.
He guided the ships across the vast Atlantic Ocean. He used only
a compass, a half-hour glass, and his instincts. The ships reached
a Caribbean island about ten weeks later. Columbus thought he
had found the East Indies and searched for gold and spices. He

didn't find the spices. He only found small amounts of gold.
Columbus returned to Spain with just a few gold trinkets and

some native people. He still convinced the Spanish to send him
on three more voyages. He never found a sea route to Asia. But
his journeys exposed people on two continents to each other and
to new plants, animals, and diseases. The world was changed
forever.

2. How long dld it take Columbus to reach land?

3. How many times did Columbus try to find a sea route to Asia?

4.WhatWerethelastingresultsofColumbuS'SVoyageS?

5@The Mailbox@ . Fascinating Facts: Social Studies' TEC61067' Key p. 121



Name

(Ise the code below to complete each fact.

1. Christopher Columbus was born in

2. ln 1453, the
12 16 16 12 10 1 11

eastern land route to Asia.

3. King
6 5 14 4 B 11 1 11

gave Columbus support for his voyage.

5 10 13 8 14 5

7511121 8161919

controlled the

and Queen
4 8 15 1 2 5 9 I 1

4. Columbus miscalculated the earth's
3 8 14 3 17 10 6 5 14 5 11 3 5

This is one reason Columbus landed in the Caribbean instead of Asia.

5. Two of Columbus's ships were These were sturdy
3114 1

wooden ships that could sail against the wind.

6. At one point there was almost a
10 17 16 8 11 19

Columbus's sailors were nervous because they'd been at

sea a month without reaching land

7. The first islanders Columbus met were
16181112

They farmed, made their own cotton cloth, lived in villages,

and had social and government systems

185915

6

11 = N

12=O
13=P
14 = R

15=S
16=T
17=U
18=V
19 = Y

1=A
2=B
3=C
4=D
5=E
6=F
7=G
8=l
9=L

10=M

Gode
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Name

Juan Ponce de Le6n was a Spanish
explorer. Some even think that he traveled with
Christopher Columbus on Columbus's second
voyage to America. Others think that he first
came to the island of Hispaniola in 1502. Ponce
de Le6n led Spanish forces against the native
people there.

In 1508, Ponce de Le6n left to explore the
island of Puerto Rico. He took over the island and
became its governor. He forced the native people
to mine gold. Later, King Ferdinand sent him to
explore north of Cuba. Ponce de Le6n landed
on Florida's northeast coast on April2, 7513.
He thought it was an island and rramed it "La
Florida." He was one of the first Europeans to
claim part of America for Spain.

ln 7527, Ponce de Le6n returned to Florida to
start a colony. He was attacked by native people
and wounded by an arrow. He and his men fled
for Cuba, where Ponce de Le6n died.

Ponce de Le6n was one of the first Europeans to claim part of North
America for Spain.

Draw a line to match each sentence starter with the rest of its sentence.

1. Ponce de Le6n wanted to start a colony in Florida.

2. Some think Ponce de Le6n sailed with arrow

Ponce de Le6n was governor of north of Cuba.

King Ferdinand sent him to explore the island of Puerto Rico.

Ponce de Le6n died from a wound caused by an Columbus

3

4

5

7

0D a

)tr G...
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@ Name

Read the clues.
Solve the puzzle.

1. Ponce de Le6n may have sailed with Christopher Columbus
on Columbus's second to America.

2. He conquered _ Rico and became its governor.
3. Ponce de Le6n Florida for Spain.
4. Legend says that Ponce de Le6n searched for the _

of Youth.
5. Ponce de Le6n first settled on
6. Ponce de Le6n was killed when he was

people.
by native

7. King _ ruled Spain during Ponce de Le6n's time.
8. Ponce de Le6n tried to Florida.
9. Ponce de Le6n was born in _.

10. He forced the native people of Puerto Rico to gold

Write the letters from the bold boxes, in order, to complete the
sentence below.

While sailing near Florida, Ponce de Le6n discovered
the

fior Spqilm

colonize
claimed

rnrne
Hispaniola

Word Bank
Puerto
voyage

Spain
Fountain

Ferdinand
attacked

I

1

I

7

6

5

3

2

10

4
!
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Name

In 1892, the United States honored the 400th
anniversary of Christopher Columbus's first trip to
the Americas. TheYouth's Companion, a magazine
for children, printed a short pledge to help make it an
extra special day. Francis Bellamy wrote the famous
pledge. He also sent it in a leaflet throughout the
country. He asked schools to fly the flag and promote
citizenship among the children. More than 12 million
schoolchildren said the pledge on Columbus Day,
October 72, 7892. Since that time, the pledge has
become an American tradition.

The pledge has changed over the years.ln 1923
and 1924, the words mA flag were changed to the flag
of the United States of America. The pledge became
the country's official pledge when it was added to the
flag code in 7942.Its last change occurred in 1'954
when the words under God became a part of this
patriotic promise.

Answer each question in a complete sentence.

1. Why was the Pledge of Allegiance written?

A Promise of Loycllty
The wording of the Pledge of Allegiance has been changed

three times!

one Nation
\nd\v\s\ble'

NrrhL\bertY 
ana

JusN\aafur 
au'

lo

athloand iiwhichtor

2. How did children and schools find out about the Columbus Day celebration?

3. How do we know that the celebration was a success?

4. How has the Pledge of Allegiance changed?
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Match each word to its definition.

A Promise of Loycltty

q*l 
t

,j.

1. pledge

2. allegiance

3. republic

4. indivisible

5. liberty

6. justice

A. freedom

B. nation

C. promise

D. fairness

E. undivided

F. loyalty

I pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America

and to the republic for which it
stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice

for all.
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Old 8lon1
The SO-star American flag was designed by a 17-year-old

for a school project!

*

ln 1958, Robert Heft designed a new U.S. flag. It had
50 stars on it. The old flag had 48. TWo new states would
be added to the Union. It took 121/2 hours to create the
flag. Then Robert turned it in for a grade. His teacher gave
him a B-. He thought Robert's flag was unoriginal. Robert
convinced his teacher to change the grade if he could get
Congress to accept his design.

Robert sent the flag to Walter Moeller, his congressman.
Moeller got Robert's design apProved by Congress. Robert's
teacher raised his grade. Since then, Robert's original flag
has flown over every state capitol. It is also the only flag to

over the White House under five different presidents.

5O etara onetor
eaoh stale

Number the sentences below in the correct order.

15 otripea onefor eaoh ori1inal oolony

Robert's teacher changed his grade.

Robert spent l2Yzhours making his flag.

Robert's teacher gave him a B-.

Robert Heft designed a new flag.

Robert's congressman got Congress to

approve his new design.

fly

+

Bluez iueliae

Redt courage
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Below are some guidelines for the American flag.
Write each rule number on the matching flag.

1. Display the flag from sunrise to sunset.

2. The flag should be displayed at polls on election days.

3. Never use the flag to carcy or hold something.

4. The flag cannot be used as a decorative cover on a ceiling.

5. Display the flag during school days in every school.

6. Do not use the flag for any type of advertising.

7. The flag should not be printed on anything that is meant to be thrown away.

8. The flag should be displayed on all days, especially holidays such as Flag Day and Veterans

Day.

9. Unless you are using an all-weather flag, do not display the flag on rainy or snowy days.

10. Do not display or store the flag in a way that it can get damaged.
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"The Etar-spangled Banner'l ,f;r..,1 '{

o ^^.Lt

"The Star-Spangled Banner" became the national anthem
l17 years after it was written.

Many countries have a special song called a national
anthem. The United States's anthem is about our
country's flag.

America was at war with Great Britain in 1814. On
September 13, a British ship attacked Fort McHenry in
Maryland. An American named Francis Scott Key was
near the fort. He watched bombs hit the fort during the
night. He worried that the British might take control
of the fort. When the sun came ,p, the American flag
was still flying high! Key was so excited that he wrote a
poem about the event.

The poem was published in Baltimore. A note
explained that it should be sung to a tune that was
popular at that time. Soon the song was printed in
other cities. People liked it. In 1895, the U.S. Army
decided to sing it each day when it raised and lowered
the flag. Then, in 1931, Congress declared "The Star-
Spangled Banner" the United States's national anthem.

lt

o
)w

Complete each sentence. Use the passage.

1. "The Star-Spangled Banner" is about the American

2. ln 1B'14, America was at war with

3. The British attacked

4. Francis Scott Key wrote a

in Maryland

about the battle

5. ln 1931, "The Star-Spangled Banner" became the national
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If the statement is a fact, color the star red.
If the statement is an opinion, color the star blue.

Francis Scott Key was a great American

Key wrote "The star-spangled Banner" about the American flag.

* America was at war with Great Britain in 1g14.

* The British attack on Fort McHenry wasn't a wise decision.

Francis scott Key shouldn't have worried that the fort could fall.

* Key's poem was published in many cities.

The poem could be sung to a popular tune.

* "The Star-Spangled Banner" is the best song ever written about America.

* Today, the song is sung at major sports events.

JL
Xf Congress should have made the song the national anthem much sooner.
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B enj a m in Fia nkr: 
t#:: 

* "'*.f"l*r"t:f" n at i ona,
symbol of the (nited States.

When the United States was formed,
its leaders wanted a national symbol.
Benjamin Franklin wanted a North
American turkey to be the national
symbol. But others felt that the bald eagle
was a better choice. They thought eagles
were brave, strong, and proud. Benjamin
Franklin thought eagles were a bad
symbol for the country. He said they stole
food from other animals and were lizy.
Both the bald eagle and North Ameriian
turkey are found only in North America.
Prl!!" people wanted the bald eagle.
In 7782, Congress made the bald eagle
the national symbol of the United Stales.

Over two hundred years later, the bald
eagle is still a national treasure. Its picture
can be found on everything from money
to state seals. It is a powerful symbol of
the United States.

ivlake each statement true. cross out the word that does not belong.
Write a word from the passage above it.

1. Benjamin Franklin wanted the eagle to be our national symbol.

2. People thought the bald eagle was a weak bird t

I
i

rt

3 ln 1782, Franklin made the bard eagre a nationar symbol

4. The bald eagle's picture can be found on money and state buttons.

5. The bald eagle is a weak symbol.
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write the letter of each statement under the correct heading
and Proud
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A. congress wanted the bard eagre to be the nationar symbor.
B. Benjamin Frankrin wanted tnJruortn American turkey to be

the national symbol.
c' Bald eagles and North American turkeys are found onry in

North America.
D. Bald eagles live mostly in the United states and canada.
E. North American turkeys live mosfly in the United states and

Mexico.
F. Both turkeys and eagles build nests for their young.

' North American turkeys buird their nests on the ground.
. tsald eagles build their nests in treetops or on cliffs.
Bald eagles have strong legs, feet, and talons.
Bald eagles will eat whatever meat is easiest to get.
North American turkeys eat seeds, insects, anO tiuits.
Male North American turkeys have wattres, or roose pieces of
skin under their beaks.

G
H

t.

J.
K.

L.

Bald Eagle Both Nofih American Turkey
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ReadWorks" The King Holiday: A Day to.

The Kin Holida :ADA to...

Martin Luther Kng, Jr.

ln 1983, fifteen years after the civil rights leader Martin Luther Kng Jr. was assassrnafe4

federat tegislation was passed to create a holiday honoring him, his vision, and his legacy.

The same tegislation created the Martin Luther Kng Jr. Federal Holiday Commission to

oversee the obseruance of this holiday. The following is an excerpt from an annual report

prepared bythe commission in 1993, reflecting an idealisticview of what Martin Luther Kng

Jr. Day means to the United Sfafes.

From the Martin Luther King, Jr. Federal Holiday Gommission's annual report prepared

for the President of the United States and the United States Gongress in 1993:

A day to celebrate the life and dream of Martin Luther King, Jr.

A day to reaffirm the American ideals of freedom, justice, and opportunity for all.



ReadWorks' The King Holiday:A Day to...

A day to love not hate, for understanding not anger, for peace not war.

A day for family, to share together, to reach out to relatives and friends, and to mend broken
relationships.

A day when community rids itself of the barriers that divide it and comes together as one.

A day when people of all races, religions, classes, and stations in life put aside their
differences and join in a spirit of togetherness.

A day for our Nation to pay tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., who awakened in us the best
qualities of the American spirit.

A day for nations of the world to cease all violent actions, seek nonviolent solutions, and

demonstrate that peace is not just a dream but a real possibility, if only for one day.

lf for only one day, each of us serves as a "drum major for justice and peace," then we bring
to life the inspiring vision of freedom of which Martin Luther King, Jr., dreamed.



Readltlibda' ReadWorks Vocabulary - insPiring

inspiring in sprr rng

Advanced Definition
adjective

1. causing an elevation in one's desire to accomplish or create something, or to make a positive

change in one's life or attitude.

She's an inspiring teacher who has changed the lives of many students.

The president's speech was so inspiring that it caused a dramatic increase in

volunteering in the country.

Spanish cognate

inspirando: The Spanish word inspirando means inspiring.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1 . ;fhen] in college I had a really inspiring teacher who got me excited about paleontology.

2. "His story is inspiring," Abramson writes, "and continues to be inspiring more than 80 years

after his death."

3. An eclipse seemed so momentous, so aweinspiring, it seemed a shame not to have anyone
to share the experience with. No one else seemed to think it was anything more than a
distraction.

4. lf for only one day, each of us serves as a "drum major for justice and peace," then we bring to
life the inspiring vision of freedom of which Martin Luther King, Jr., dreamed.

ReadWorks.org '@2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reseryed
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spirit spir it

Definition
noun

1. a force that some people believe is a part of human beings; soul.

Some people believe that when you die, your spirit lives on.

2. a being that is not real and not of this world.

He believes that evil spirits live in that cave.

3. a person's character or energy.

Hefaced his disease with a brave spirit.

Advanced Definition
noun

1. the vital force that is thought to be an element of human beings; soul.

2. a supernatural being, such as a devil, ghost, fairy, or elf.

3. the part of human nature that is separate and distinct from the physical.

4. fundamental nature; essence.

5. disposition or character as marked by certain qualities such as courage and energy.

6. (pl.) a feeling or mood.

in low spirits from the bad news

7. the essential meaning or intent of a thing.

the spirit of the law

8. the prevailing character of something.

the revolutionary spirit of the century

9. (pl.) alcoholic liquor.

10. (cap.) in Christianity, the Holy Ghost; third person of the Trinity.

transltlve verb

1. to remove secretly or mysteriously (usu. fol. by off or away).

ReadWorks.org '@2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reseryed.
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The thieves spirited away our car.

2. to infuse with spirit or determination; inspirit

Spanish cognate

espiritu: The Spanish word espiritu means spirit.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1 . She keeps her father's spirit alive by helping young people break through barriers of their own.

2. They were recognizable wherever they went; imitators soon followed, but it was impossible to
recreate the spirit of loyalty that held them together.

3. Millions of people admired his spirit and service to his country.

4. His spirit and ideals impact and inspire us to this day.

5. Many students across the country are showing their holidayspirit. How? They are helping
others for the holidays. Some kids collect canned food to feed people who are hungry.

6. lt's a day when people of all races, religions, classes, and stations in life put aside their
differences and join in a spirit of togetherness. lt's a day for our Nation to pay tribute to Martin
Luther King, Jr., who awakened in us the best qualities of the American spirit.

ReadWorks.org '@2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved
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tribute trib ute

Advanced Definition
noun

1. something given, done, or said to express respect, admiration, or obligation.

a home-town tribute to the league champions

2. an evidence of the effectiveness or value of something,

Her success was a tribute to her hard work.

3. payment given by a subordinate person or power to a dominant one, or the obligation to do so.

Spanish cognate

tributo: The Spanish word tributo means tribute.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1 . "When the work is done, the King memorial will be a fitting tribute - powerful and hopeful and
poetic - like the man it honors," Bush said at the ceremony.

2. [The new museum] is a livingtribute to the first Americans, museum director W. Richard West
Jr. told the crowd.

3. When Bell died on August 2,1922 in Nova Scotia, Canada, the entire telephone system was
shut down for one minute in tribute to the man who revolutionized communications.

4, Just a moment ago, you multiplied the honor with a moving tribute, and being only human,
there's a part of me that would like to take credit for what we've achieved.

5. But tonight, before we do anything else, let us remember thattribute really belongs to the 245
million citizens who make up the greatest - and the first - three words in our Constitution:
"We the People."

6. Vaughn wears number 42 as atribute to Robinson.

7. A day when people of all races, religions, classes, and stations in life put aside their
differences and join in a spirit of togetherness. A day for our Nation to paytribute to Martin
Luther King, Jr., who awakened in us the best qualities of the American spirit.

ReadWorks.org ' @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved.
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Name: Date

1. This text comes from an annual report prepared in 1993. Who prepared this report?

A. the Martin Luther King, Jr., Federal Holiday Commission

B. the president of the United States

C. the United States Congress

D. the drum major for justice and peace

2. In the text, what does the author provide a list of?

A. a list of federal holidays in the United States

B. a list of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s accomplishments

C. a list of ways the "King holiday" pays tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr

D. a list of communities that are divided by barriers

3. According to the Federal Holiday Commission, the King holiday is a day when
"people of all races, religions, classes, and stations in life put aside their differences and
join in a spirit of togetherness." Based on this, what can be concluded about the King

holiday?

A. lt is a positive and unifying day for Americans.

B. lt is a negative and harmful day for Americans.

C. lt is a confusing and difficult day for Americans.

D. lt is an unimportant day for Americans.

4. Based on the information in the text, what might the Martin Luther King, Jr., Federal

Holiday Commission think about Martin Luther King, Jr.?

A. He was a selfish man.

B. He was an inspiring man.

C. He was a dangerous man.

D. He was a controversial man.
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5. What is the main idea of this text?

A. The American ideals of freedom, justice, and opportunity for all need to be reaffirmed

B. The "King holiday" is a day to remember and celebrate the life and dream of Martin
Luther King, Jr.

C. Martin Luther King, Jr., dreamed an inspiring vision of freedom.

D. The best qualities of the American spirit were awakened in the United States by
Martin Luther King, Jr.

6. Read this sentence from the text:

"[The "King holiday" is a] day for our Nation to pay tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., who

awakened in us the best qualities of the American spirit."

Based on the information in the text, what might the phrase "to pay tribute to" mean

here?

A. to give money to

B. to honor

C. to visit

D. to get even with

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence:

The "King holiday" is a day for nations of the world to cease all violent actions.

we can demonstrate that peace is not just a dream but a real possibility, if

only for a day.

A. However

B. As a result

C. lnstead

D. Later on



Readl{brks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Comprehension Questions

8. According to the text, what are three American ideals?

9. What is one way to celebrate the life and dream of Martin Luther King, Jr.?

Support your answer with evidence from the text.

10. Explain how celebrating the life and dream of Martin Luther King, Jr., reaffirms
American ideals,

Support your answer with evidence from the text



Readltbrks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: inspiring

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word inspiring?

A. no longer interesting

B. giving someone the desire or courage to do something

C. difficult to describe

2. What is another meaning of the word inspiring?

A. causing a positive change in one's life or attitude

B. new and interesting

C. determined in advance by fate

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. What would it take to 

- 

this new generation?

A. inspiring

B. inspire

4. They have given hope on finding ways to be

A. inspiring

B. inspire

5. Please write your own sentence using the word inspiring



Readltlorks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: inspiring

6. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word inspiring so that
you can use it when you write or speak?



ReadWbrks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: spirit

Name: Date

1. What is a meaning of the word spirit?

A. the act of managing something

B. spectacularly public behavior

C. temper or disposition of mind

2. What is another meaning of the word spirit?

A. amount

B. a fight

C. intent

Please use each answer choice only once. Ghoose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. I pray for her every morning.

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited

4. We should do something to pick up her

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited
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5. Other paintings might represent the people's beliefs.

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited

6. They're now involved in their own high game of soccer!

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited

7. This country cannot afford to be materially rich and poor

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited
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8. The music was monotonous, uninspired, _
A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited

9. He attended all-night gospel shows and sang religious songs called

A. spiritless

B. spiritual

C. spirituals

D. spiritually

E. spirits

F. spirit

G. spirited

10. Please write your own sentence using the word spirit.



ReadMbrks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: spirit

11. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word spirit so that you

can use it when you write or speak?



ReadWbrks' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: tribute

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word tribute?

A. something given or done as an expression of esteem

B. a commercially sponsored ad on radio or television

C. a slight depression in the smoothness of a surface

2. What is another meaning of the word tribute?

A. the evil eye

B. a compliment

C. a quick look

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. She performed a 

- 

to her favorite singer for her talent show act.

A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contrlbuted

F. contribute

G. contributions

4. Respecting others can _ to your social health.

A. tribute

B, distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions
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5. Rainfall is unequally _ in the various zones of climate of the earth

A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions

6' The mural is a tribute to women's successes in art and science, and to their tosociety throughout history

A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions

7' one theory contends that the volcanic ash along with an earthquake and a tidal wave

- 

to the end of the great Minoan civilization.

A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions
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8. But her

- 

to the civil rights is as important as her late hus
A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions

9. Not all changes in behavior can be to learning.

A. tribute

B. distributed

C. contribution

D. attributed

E. contributed

F. contribute

G. contributions

10. Please write your own sentence using the word tribute.

The King Holiday: A Day to... _

band's work.

Vocabulary: tribute



Readt{brts' The King Holiday: A Day to... - Vocabulary: tribute

11. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word tribute so that you

can use it when you write or speak?
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The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition
by ReadWorks

Harriet Eeecher Sforve Harriet Tubman

Many people fought against slavery in the United States. They were called abolitionists

because they wanted to abolish (get rid of) slavery. Two of the best-known abolitionists were

both named Harriet: Harriet Beecher Stowe and Harriet Tubman.

Harriet Beecher Stowe was the sixth of 11 children born to a minister and his wife. She was
just five years old when her mother died. At age 13, she started going to a school founded by

her sister, where she learned to be a teacher and started writing. She wrote her first book at

age 22.

ln 1852, her novel Uncle Tom's Cabin was published. lt quickly became a bestseller. lndeed,

it was the most popular book in America. Although the book was fiction, it was based on the

lives of real people. The novel tells the story of several slaves, but its main character is Tom,

a man with a wife and children. Tom is separated from his family and sold to one plantation

owner after another. The last of his owners is a cruel man named Simon Legree. Legree

orders Tom to beat the other slaves on his plantation. Tom refuses, so Legree beats Tom.

Legree orders his hired hands, called overseers, to kill Tom. While Tom dies, several of the

other characters in the book escape from slavery by traveling north to Canada via what was

called the Underground Railroad. The Underground Railroad was not an actual railroad, but a

network of people who helped shelter and guide slaves to their freedom.

Stowe's novel moved many readers and inspi red them to speak out against slavery. Many
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plays were performed based on the novel's characters. But her book angered people in the
South, and historians believe it helped lead the Southern states to break away from the North
a decade later, which marked the beginning of the Civil War. tJncte Tom's Cabinwas so
influential that when President Abraham Lincoln met Stowe in 1862, he is supposed to have
said: "So you're the little woman who wrote the book that started this great war."

Like Harriet Beecher Stowe, Harriet Tubman was one of ll children. Both of Harriet Tubman's
parents were slaves on a plantation in Maryland. Tubman began working at six years old,
rented out by her "master" as a weaver. As a teenager, she began working in the fields of the
plantation. She sutfered many beatings at the hands of the plantation's overseers, which
caused permanent damage. Learning that the plantation owner planned to sell her and her
brothers, she decided to escape. Guided only by the North Star in the sky, she made her way
to Pennsylvania, frequently on foot.

But Tubman was not content simply to live in freedom. She became active in the
Underground Railroad Harriet Beecher stowe had written about.

Just one year after her own escape, she returned to the South to rescue her sister and her
sister's two children. Then she returned onie again for one of her brothers. Sometime later,
she returned yet again to rescue her parents. lt was not just her family she helped to become
free. She wanted to help other slaves to escape. She returned to thdtsouth 19 times. The
exact number of slaves that Tubman led to freedom is unknown; a 19 century biography
stated that she rescued 300 slaves, while modern historians estimate the total was closer to
70.

During the Civil War, Tubman worked for the Union Army as a nurse and a cook. She also
became a spy. ln one daring mission, she learned the position of the Confederate Army along
the Combahee River in South Carolina and traveled on a gunboat with hundreds of Union
Army soldiers as they freed about 750 slaves.

Both Harriets lived fruitful lives long past the Civil War. Harriet Beecher Stowe continued to
write, publishing more than 30 books. ln her 80s, Harriet Tubman opened a nursing home in
her adopted hometown of Auburn, NY for older African Americans. Both spoke out for
women's rights. But Harriet Tubman and Harriet Beecher Stowe are now recognized for their
different but important roles in ending slavery in the United States of America.
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abolish a bol ish

Advanced Definition
transitive verb

1. to do away with; put a stop to; end,

Compulsory military service has been abolished.

Should the death penalty be abolished?

2. to take out of existence.

Some wish to abolish theformer leader's namefrom the history books.

Spanish cognate

abolir. The Spanish word abolir means abolish.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. lnitially, the eradication project aimed toabolish polio by 2000. Eleven years and $8 billion
later, the virus stubbornly hangs on.

2. lt's been nearly 142years since the Civil War ended and Congress ratified the 13th
Amendment, abolishing slavery in the United States. Saying sorry now, critics say, just
doesn't make sense.

3. The monarchy of Brazil was abolished in 1891 . Brazil's government is now made up of a
president, a legislature, and a judicial branch. A constitution protects the rights of the people
against unfair rule.

4. In the 1830s Sam Sharpe, a Baptist preacher, led a large revolution known as the Christmas
Rebellion. Several years later, slavery in Jamaica was finally abolished for good. Soon after,
the sugar industry collapsed.

5. Some slaves in the North were offered freedom to fight for the British during the Revolutionary
War (1775-1783). However, slavery wasn't abolished in the United States until the end of the
Civil War (1861-1865). New Jersey, for example, reported 18 slaves in 1860.

ReadWorks.org ' @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved.
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heroine her o rne

Advanced Definition
noun

1. a woman of heroic character or deeds.

2. the primary female character in a play, poem, story, or novel.

Spanish cognate

heroina: The Spanish word heroina means heroine.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Herheroine was a girl named Carlita Meroni. A beautiful Floridian surfer with blonde hair and
amazing surf style, Carlita had qualified for the Pro Tour at age 19. She was now 23, and had
appeared on the covers of magazines like Surfer and Transworld Surf.

2. William Shakespeare gave theatre some of its most famous heroines: Cleopatra, Juliet,
Rosalind, Desdemona. But who was playing them on stage in his lifetime? Not female actors,
but young boys!

ReadWorks.org .@2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved
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influential tn flu en tial

Advanced Definition
adjective

1. having authority, sway, or power to affect others.

Spanish cognate

influyente: The Spanish word influyente means influential.

These are some examples of how the word or forms_of the word are used:

1. What makes people shy? Several factors, including genetics, psychology, life experiences, and
environment, can influence whether a person is shy.

2. Sigmund Freud was a medical doctor, physiologist, and psychologist. He was one of the most
influential thinkers of the twentieth century. He is known as the father of psychoanalysis.

3. The way Native peoples shared their leadership also inspired Europeans to challenge their
monarchies. Native ideas about personal liberty eventually helped influence the structure of
government in the United States.

4. Some earthchanging events occur naturally, but others come from us, from humans, lt's
important to remember that we have our own impact on the earth. ln many cases, humans
influence the earth's natural processes on purpose, speeding them up, slowing them down, or
manipulating them in other ways to get something we want-usually a natural resource, like
water or oil.

5. Zhu-Xi, an influential scholar of neo-Confucianism, contributed to the acceptance of foot
binding in China. According to Zhu-Xi, the practice reflected purity and discipline. He
introduced it in Fujian as a way of spreading Chinese culture and teaching about the proper
way for men and women to interact.

ReadWorks.org . @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved.



ReadWhrks" The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition - comprehension euestions

Name: Date:

1. What is an abolitionist?

A. someone who was in favor of slavery

B. someone who was well-educated

C. someone who wanted to get rid of slavery

D. someone who has escaped from slavery

2. How does the author compare Harriet Tubman and Harriet Beecher Stowe?

A. They were both abolitionists.

B. They were both African-Americans.

C. They were both famous authors.

D. They both worked for the Union Army.

3. Harriet Tubman's work to improve the lives of African-Americans continued after the
civil war. what evidence from the passage supports this conclusion?

A. "But Tubman was not content simply to live in freedom. She became active in the
underground Railroad Harriet Beecher stowe had written about."

B. "ln her 80s, Harriet Tubman opened a nursing home in her adopted hometown of
Auburn, NY for older African-Americans.',

C. "Just one year after her own escape, she returned to the South to rescue her sister
and her sister's two children. Then she returned once again for one of her brothers."
D. "During the Civil War, Tubman worked for the Union Army as a nurse and a cook. She

also became a spy."

4. Read the following sentences: "[Harriet Tubman] also became a spy. ln one daring
mission, she learned the position of the Confederate Army along the Combahee River in
South Carolina and traveled on a gunboat with hundreds of Union Army soldiers as they
freed about 750 slaves." Based on this information, what can you conclude about
Harriet Tubman?

A. She was kind.

B. She was generous

C. She was modest.

D. She was brave.
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5. What is this passage mostly about?

A. two women named Harriet and their roles in helping to end slavery

B. two women named Harriet and their lives during the civil war
c. how Harriet Beecher stowe's book helped start the civil war
D. how Harriet Tubman led slaves to freedom on the Underground Railroad

6. Read the following sentences: "But her book angered people in the South, and
historians believe it helped lead the Southern states to break away from the North a
decade later, which marked the beginning of the Civil War. l.Jncle Tom's Cabinwas so
influential that when President Abraham Lincoln met Stowe in 1862, he is supposed to
have said: 'So you're the little woman who wrote the book that started this great war."'

As used in this sentence, what does the word "influential" mean?

A. not having a say in something

B. uninteresting, boring, or unengaging

C. having power to cause change

D. scared or hesitant to do something

7. choose the answer that best completes the sentence berow.

Harriet Tubman and Harriet Beecher Stowe had many things in common;
they were both abolitionists, they both fought for women's rights, and they were both
one of eleven children.

A. however

B. specifically

C. meanwhile

D. consequently



ReadWorks" The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition - Comprehension euestions

8. Approximately how many slaves did Harriet Tubman help escape to freedom?

9. How was Stowe's novel Uncle Tom's Cabin influential in the period leading up to the
Civil War?

10. "But Harriet Tubman and Harriet Beecher Stowe are now recognized for their
different but important roles in ending slavery in the United States of America." Explain
how each of the Harriets helped to end slavery. Support your answer using information
from the passage.



ReadWorks' The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition - Vocabulary: influential

Name: Date

1. What is a meaning of the word influential?

A. in accordance with convention

B. conferring glory

C. exercising influence or power

2. What is another meaning of the word influential?

A. of or relating to circulation

B. written or drawn or engraved

C. having or exerting influence

Please use each answer choice onty once. Choose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. ln fact, John Locke was one of the most people who ever lived.

A. influenced

B. influence

C. influences

D. influential

E. influencing

4. I have a project about how different foods have the speed of fruit flies

A. influenced

B. influence

C. influences

D. influential

E. influencing
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5. lt has there been allowed to spread in perfect freedom, and to put forth its
consequences in the laws by _ the manners of the country.

A. influenced

B. influence

C. influences

D. influential

E" influencirrg

6. Another example of the trading of fashion ideas is the of the Japanese kimono
in the world of designers from Europe and the United States.

A. influenced

B. influence

C. influences

D. influential

E. influencing

7. I see you've been under good

A. influenced

B. influence

C. influences

D. influential

E. influencing

8. Please write your own sentence using the word influential.
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9. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word influential so that
you can use it when you write or speak?



ReadWorks' The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition - Vocabulary: heroine

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word heroine?

A. a female hero

B. narrow boards

C. a sudden fall

2. What is another meaning of the word heroine?

A. a woman possessing heroic qualities or a woman who has performed heroic deeds
B. tightly stretched rope or wire on which acrobats perform high above the ground
C. sluggish tailless Australian arboreal marsupial with grey furry ears and coat

Please use each answer choice only once. Ghoose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. Actually, your father is my because he worked so hard to learn.

A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E. heroes

F. heroine

4. A statue of Sybil on horseback stands at Lake Gleneida in Carmel, New york, and
people in that area know well the of sybil Ludington.

A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E. heroes

F. heroine
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5. Sounds like a good name for a _!
A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E. heroes

F. heroine

6. _ are important to the world.

A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E. heroes

F. heroine

7. In songs and stories she was called the of the Bridge.

A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E. heroes

F. heroine

8. Lighting can make an actor look bold and _
A. superhero

B. heroism

C. heroic

D. hero

E, heroes

F. heroine
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9. Please write your own sentence using the word heroine.

10. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word heroine so that
you can use it when you write or speak?



Readllbrks' The Two Harriets, Heroines of Abolition - Vocabulary: abolish

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word abolish?

A. walk heavily

B. be in accord

C. do away with

2. What is another meaning of the word abolish?

A. to get rid of

B. drink in sips

C. to consist of

Please use each answer choice only once. Ghoose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. The support for _ became a groundswell.

A. abolish

B. abolition

4. The movement to slavery gained momentum in the North.

A. abolish

B. abolition

5. Please write your own sentence using the word abolish.



Readttlbrks' The Two Hariets, Heroines of Abolition - Vocabulary: abolish

6. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word abolish so that you
can use it when you write or speak?



Readltbrks' Civil Rights on a City Bus

Givil Rights on a City Bus
by ReadWorks

On the first of December 1955, the African American seamstress Rosa Parks helped change
the course of history on a city bus. Rosa boarded the bus after a day's work at a Montgomery,
Alabama, department store. She settled towards the middle, past the first several rows, which
at that time were reserved for white people. After making a few stops, the bus became full.
Then a white man boarded, but there was nowhere for him to sit. The driver ordered Rosa
and the rest of the black passengers in her row to stand at the back of the bus and let the
white man sit. ln an act of defiance that would help intensify the American Civil Rights
Movement, Rosa refused to give up her spot.

For violating the laws of segregation, referred to as the "Jim Crow laws" (which were meant to
keep white people and black people separate), Rosa was arrested and fined. Her refusal to
move was a quiet and simple action, but she took an enormous risk that evening. She also
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became a hero and an inspiration to people all over the nation who were fighting for racial
equality, including Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a young minister who would soon become a
major civil rights leader. ln response to Rosa's arrest, blacks in the city of Montgomery
boycotted the public bus system for more than a year. Like her, they had had enough of beingtreated like second-class citizens. The Monday after Rosa's arrest, most black commute rswalked to where they needed to go_some traveling more than 20 miles

ln her autobiography, Rosa parks: My story, Rosa writes of that day on the bus:

People always say that I didn't give up my seat because I was tired, but that isn,t true. I
was not tired physically, or no more tired than I usually was at the end of a working day.
I was not oid, although some people have an image of me as being old then. I was
forty-two. No, the onry tired r was, was tired of giving in.

Finally, in November of 1956, the U.s. supreme court ruled that the Jim crow laws that kept
blacks and whites segregated were unconstitutional. Rosa parks had challenged the law andshown people far beyond her own town how cruel and unjust segregation could be, and she
had won' The boycott ended more than a month later, when the Montgomery buses were
integrated, but the resistance to racial prejudice did not stop there. Rosa and the Montgomery
Bus Boycott, as it has come to be known, sparked a series of nonviolent mass protests in
support of civil rights. one woman's strength and commitment to change helped fuel a
movement. Sometimes that is all it takes.



Readltbrfts' ReadWorks Vocabulary - boycott

boycott boy cott

Definition
verb

1. to refuse to buy, use, or go to in order to make a protest or bring about a change.

Customers are boycotting the supermarket while the employees are on strike.

Advanced Definition
transitive verb

1. to refuse to buy, use, attend, or deal with (a product, activity, business, or the like), usu. as a
protest or means of persuasion.

People are boycotting the shoe manufacturer to protest unjust labor practices.

noun

1. the act or process of boycotting

Last year's boycott of the company caused majorfinancial losses.

New laws were passed as a result of the boycott.

Spanish cognate

boicotean The Spanish word boicotear means boycott.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. ln 1765, the Stamp Act Congress met in New York. The Congress was made up of
representatives from many colonies. The representatives agreed to boycott Briiisn goods until
the Stamp Act was repealed.

2. Beginning in 1955, King led the famous Montgomery bus boycott. For 381 days, African
Americans boycotted, or refused to use, public buses in the Atabama city. A year later, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that segregation on buses was illegal.

3. Three hundred and eighty-five days after Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat, the boycott
ended. Black men and women and children re-boarded the busei of Montgorflery, newly

desegregated, and sat in whatever seat happen to be open.

4. That steady flame of conscience and courage that would sustain them through the campaigns
to come -- through boycotts and voter registration drives and smaller mar.ch6s far from-the

girls in Birmingham, and the carnage of the Edmundspotlight; through the loss of four little

ReadWorks.org .@2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved
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equality e qual ty
Definition

noun

1. the condition, fact, or quality of being the same, especially in value or measure

Thefemale students wanted equality with the male students

Advanced Definition
noun

1. the condition, fact, or defined state of being equal.

Spanish cognate

igualdad: The Spanish word igualdad means equality.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Parks's actions helped start the civil rights movement, which led to greaterequality for African Americans.

2' ln pre-lslamic days, violence was always met with violence. ln the new lslamic community, there would be
peaceful justice. He also spoke in favor of equality and respect for all fellow Muslims.

3. .l.have struqoled for s.ome el.g.hty years to secure.a place of equality and honor for women in this society.
However, I find myself, an old woman, still forced to live in a cbuntry that refuses to hear my voice.

4. After the Title lX rules were put in place in 1,975, single-gender classes were allowed only in specific cases,
such as gym class. Under the new rules, school officials can separate boys and girls if tn'ey mint it helps the
students learn better. The decision has stirred up debate about equality ih tne clissroom.

5. Abolitionists wanted slaves to be free. They spent their time convincing people that black men and women were
no different than white men and women. They gave speeches about tnL'noriiOte institution of slavery. Slavery,
they said, did more than just chain black men and women. lt also was against the basic ideas of liberty and
equality that were part of the founding of our country.

6. The desire for freedom and equality expressed within this document would inspire millions in France to
eventually revolt against their monarchical government.

7. lt's been often remarked that Rosa Parks's activism didn't begin on that bus. Long before she made headlines,
she had stood up for freedom, stood up for equality - fighting for voting rights, raitying against discrimination in
the criminaljustice system, serving in the local chapter of ftre runncp. -

8' While Averroes.argued for greater plurality of world views, the culture of the lberian peninsula promoted
religious equality-or at least some modicum of tolerance-on a dayto-day basis. Jews emigrat6d from the
Middle East and Northern Africa to Toledo and other major cities 6n the iberian peninsula,-creating some of the
most stable and prosperous Jewish communities in the world at the time.

ReadWorks.org ' @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reseryed
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segregation seg re ga

Advanced Definition
noun

1' the practice of separating people according to groups, especially as a policy imposing social
separation according to racial or ethnic groups.

2. in genetics, the separation of allelic genes during meiosis.

Spanish cognate

segregaci6n: The spanish word segregaci6n means segregation.

These are some examples of how the word or fOrms of the word are used:
1. For 381 days, African Americans boycotted, or refused to use, public buses in the Alabama

city. A year later, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled thatsegregation on buses was iliegar.

2. Named after his grandfather, who had been enslaved, Marshall always tried to help poor
peopfe and other African Americans. Before becoming a Justice of thb Sufreme cburt in 1967,
Marshall helped end segregation in schools.

3. "lt was a placervhere people.could go and get something to eat and not worry aboutsegregation," Ray Doswell, the muieum's curator, told Weekly Reader Senior Edition. ,,lt,s
also where the Negro National League was founded."

4. State officials had barred Elizabeth and other black students from attending Central High or
any of the city's white-only schools. But in 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court said that suchsegregation was unconstitutional. The court ruled that schools had to be open tJ all children,
regardless of race.

5' When King was growing up, the Qgytn was segregated, or separated by race. Black peopte
did not have the same rights as white people.

6. Black men and women and children re-boarded the buses of Montgoffiery, newly
des,egregated, and sat in whatever seat happen to be open. And w-lth tnai viciory, the entire
edifice of segregation, like the ancient walis of Jericho, began to slowly come tumOting down.

ReadWorks.org ' @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reseryed
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Name: Date

1. why was Rosa Parks ordered to give up her seat on the bus?

A. because the driver disliked her

B. because she wasn't allowed to sit

C. so that a black man could sit

D. so that a white man could sit

2. The cause of Rosa Parks'arrest was her refusal to give up her bus seat. What was a
direct effect of her arrest?

A. blacks in Montgomery boycotted the public bus system

B. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. became a civil rights leader

c. the U.s. supreme court ruled segregation unconstitutional

D. Rosa Parks showed Americans that segregation was wrong

3' Rosa Parks refused to give up her bus seat because she was tired of accepting
unjust treatment. What evidence from the passage supports this conclusion?

A. "Rosa Parks had challenged the law and shown people far beyond her own town how
cruel and unjust segregation could be, and she had won."

B. "Rosa and the Montgomery Bus Boycott, as it has come to be known, sparked a
series of nonviolent mass protests in support of civil rights."

C. "The Monday after Rosa's arrest, most black commuters walked to where they
needed to go-some more than 20 miles."

D. "'People always say that I didn't give up my seat because I was tired, but that isn't
true. No, the only tired I was, was tired of giving in."'

4. How can Rosa Parks best be described?

A. tired

B. brave

C. smart

D. sad



5. What is this
Civil Rights on a City Bus - Comprehension euestionspassage mosily about?

A' how Rosa parks herped start the civir rights movement
B' the unjust segregation raws cated the ,,Jim crow raws,,
C. the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
D. Rosa parks,autobiography,Rosa 

parks: My Story
6' Read the following sentences: "The driver ordered Rosa and the rest of the brackpassengers in her row to stand at the back of the bus to ret the white man sit. rn an act
,.Trffff f ;,fffi :',or[l,' 

ntens irv th e Am erica n c ivir Ris hts Movem e nt, Rosa

As used in this sentence, what does ,defiance,, 
mean?

A. act of stopping something from happening
B. permission to do something
C. refusal to obey someone or something
D. act of accepting the authority of someone

7' choose the answer that best compretes the sentence berow.
The bus driver ordered Rosa parks to give up her seat,

- 

she refused to moveA. so

B. but

C. after

D. like

8. What were the laws of segregation meant to do?

9' What were the effects of the Montgomery Bus Boycott?

;l"T;"tiffiT;:[:,:ffi;;,1"'and an inspiration to peopre ar over the nation
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Name
Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word equality?
A' the equal treatment of people irrespective of social or cultural differencesB' a physical condition in which there is a disturbance of normal functioningc' a power to affect persons or events especially power based on prestige etc

2. What is another meaning of the word equality?
A, a state of being essentially equal or equivalent
B' a business engaged in manufacturing some product
C. hair that covers a man,s cheek, chin, and throat

:lffit["""t;:l"lH#j"lchoice onry once. Ghoose rhe one word that best

3. Things _ to the same thing are also to one another
A, equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equatity

4. Busy dogs are _ at home on land and in the water.
A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equality

Vocabulary: equality
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5. They talked about ways to work toward

A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equality

for all people

6. I truly believe that cake _ _ one thousand smiles.

A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equality

7. The value of the owner's is cailed capitar

A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equality

Civil Rights on a City Bus - Vocabulary: equality
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8. You seem to think that

A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equatity

Civil Rights on a City Bus - Vocabulary: equality

9' Hierarchy' 
--, 

and boring jobs are tolerated because practically everyone canhave more income with which to buy ,,the good things in rife.,,

A. equity

B. equal

C. equally

D. inequality

E. equals

F. unequal

G. equatity

10' Please write your own sentence using the word equarity.

11' what would you like to remember about the meaning of the word equality so thatyou can use it when you write or speak?



Civil Rights on a City Bus _ Vocabulary: segregation

Name:
Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word segregation?
A' either of two punctuation marks used to encrose text
B. a single celled organism

c' a social system that provides separate facilities for minority groups

2' what is another meaning of the word segregation?
A. a chronic disease

B. sports equipment that is worn on the feet
c' the separation of peopre into raciar categories

:lffit[""";:tj:iffS choice ontv once. choose the one word thar best

3. All statutes
damages the personality.

A. segregation

B. segregating

4. Laws against didn,t exist in the 1940s.

A. segregation

B. segregating

5' Please write your own sentence using the word segregation.

6' what would you like to remember about the meaning of the word segregation sothat you can use it when you write or speak?
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Name: Date

1. What is a meaning of the word boycott?

A. a light informal meal

B. the act of consulting someone for advice

C. the act of refusing to buy something as a protest

2. What is another meaning of the word boycott?

A. food made from dough of flour or meal and then baked

B. a tree with a smooth, light grey trunk, oval, pointed leaves and many branches
C. to refuse to deal with a business as a way to protest or bring about a change

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. When Californians 

- 

grapes it was a great victory for C6sar Chavez and the
United Farm Workers union

A. boycott

B. boycotted

4. The spread across the state and then across the country

A. boycott

B. boycotted

5. Please write your own sentence using the word boycott.

6. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word boycott so that you
can use it when you write or speak?



This ls a Map
A map is a flat {awing of a place. A map title tells you what a map is about. Look

at the map below. Then follow the directions.

A World Map

f. What does this map show?

2. The land on Earth is divided into large sections called continents.

How many continents are there?

3. Most of the water on Earth is divided into four large oceans.

Which three oceans touch North America?
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Pocific
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Indion
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4. Which continent is the smallest?

5. Which continent is the largest?

6. Color all water blue. Color North America red. Color South America yellow. Color
Europe purple- Color Africa green. Color Asia orange. Color Australia brown. Color
Antarctica pink.

o 2009 TIME Fon Ktos, fi?neforkids.com, News scoop Editlon. This page may be photocopied for use with itudents.
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a Globe
s a round model of the whole Earth. lt shows the North Pole, the
water and land. Look at the drawing of a globe below. Then answer

the questions.
North Pole

Earth

l. How is a globe different from a map?

2. The equator is an imaginary line that divides the northern half of the Earth from
the southern half of the Earth. Draw a line over the equator.

Name a continent that the equator crosses.

3. Which two oceans can you see on the globe above?

4. lf you were looking at a real globe, what would you have to do to see the other

continents and oceans?

BonUS: Why might somebody want to use a globe instead of a map?

E[M"E
Using

A globe i

South Pole,

-*_
Atlontic
Oceon

Uator

South Pole

Pocific
Oceon ffi

@ 2OO9 T|ME FoR KtDs, timeforkids.com, News Scoop Edition. This page may be photocopied for use with students.
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Tools on a Map
you can use a map to helplou get from one place to another. There are tools on a

map to help you.

A compass rose shows north, south, east and west. These are the four main

directions. They are called cardinal directions.

A map key shows symbols and tells lou Zoo Map
what they mean. SYmbols on a map
stand for real things.

Use the map, the comPass rose
and the map key to helP You
answer the questions below.
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l. How many buildings are shown on the map?

2. You want to see butterflies. Which exhibit would you visit?
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5. ls the Reptile House in the eastern or the western part of the zoo?

4. ln which direction would you go to get from Birds of the World to Seal Rock?

5. Which exhibit is directly south of the Butterfly Carden?

Bonus: plan a trip to the zoo. Number the places on the map to show which you would

visit first, second, third and so on. On the map, draw the path you would take.

@ 2OO9 TIME FoR KtDs, timeforkids.com, News Scoop Edition. This Page may be photocopied for use with students.



Azoo is a wonderful place to explore! Most zoos have many paths to take you to the
dilferent animal areas. You could spend a lot of time looking for the monkeys and never
find them! A maP is lhe answer.

Use the map to answer the questions below.

LION LANE

AOUAFIUM

SNAKE STREET WOODS PATH

c-cz
or
rn

!
{I

BEARS

KANGAROO WAY

1. lf you were walking south along Jungle Path, which animals would be just west

of you?

2. Which animals have ponds for swimming?

3. lf you walked east on Lion Lane, which way would you turn to get to the giraffes?

I

o.
c(

Uo

4 What is the name of the path around Monkey lsland?

FOREST
AN'MALS

Elephanls

GiraJles

Zobnc

NURSERY

BIRDS

/
DUGKS

MONKEY
ISLAND

FARM
ANIMALS SEALS

LION
HOUSE

REPTILE
HOUSE

5. What would you find on the north side of Snake Street?

6. Which animals would you find in the northwest corner of the zoo?

7. The baby animals are of the forest animals

B. Where would you go to see a python?
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This is a map of a nice little vacation spot

answer the questions.
It is named Sunny Beach' Use the map to

A
A

A
AA

CAMP
GROUND

LAKESIDE
MOTEL

POOL

n 0oc

BOAT
DOCK

SUNNY LAKE
HOTEL

GIFT
SHOP

GAS

LIBRARY

MARKETLUCKY PENNY
MOTEL.

CHURCH
ulz

u,l
E
oIa
UJvo

PLAZA DRIVE

BEACH AVENUE
=

oz
o

AYww

BEACH
CAFE

PLAY
WORLD

SUNNY LAKE

-tr1J

vv

1 Playworld is on the east side of

2.OnwhichsideofLakeshoreLaneistheLuckyPennyMotel?

3. What is the main street in Sunny Beach?

Where would you rent a room to be closest to the beach?
4

5. How many places are there to rent rooms?

6. What building is nearest the library?

T.lfyouWerestandingontheboatdockandfacingtheBeachCafe,whatdirectionwould

you be looking?

B what is on the northeast corner of Beach Avenue and Lakeshore Lane?

9. What street is on the north side of the campgrounds?

10. On what corner is the gift shoP?
I

I
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Readltlorkd Making Rocks

Making Rocks
This text is provided courtesy of Ology, the American Museum of Natural History's website for kids.

Hi, I'm Jim Webster. l'm an Earth scientist at the American
Museum of Natural History and I study volcanoes.

Some volcanoes slowly ooze magma like a thick stew that overflows
on a hot stove. The ones I study explode with immense power.

Like most scientists who
study volcanoes, I visit them

Courtesy of USGS

Some volcanoes erupt explosively, like opening a
shaken soda bottle, because their magma is full

of gases, Other volcanoes erupt gently, like
boiling milk spilling over the sides of a pot,
because their magma has fewer gases. An

"active" volcano erupted recently or might erupt
soon. A "dormant" or sleeping volcano has been

quiet for a long time, but may erupt again
someday. An "extinct" volcano has not erupted for

over 10,000 years.

lntroduction

Before we get started in the lab, there are a few things to know about volcanoes.

Magma is hot, melted rock found inside the Earth. lt collects deep under a volcano in an area
called a magma chamber. Over time, magma and gases like water vapor and carbon dioxide
build up in the magma chamber. When the pressure becomes too great, a volcano will erupt.

to get a closer look and photo cred*: courtesy of
collect rock samples. But my AMNH

real research happens in the
lab. I'm interested in where all

the action starts-way down
below the volcano in the magma chamber, where
gas-rich magma collects. As you can imagine, it's
way too deep and hot to actually go there. One way I

can get a close-up look is by recreating the
conditions of a magma chamber in my lab. lf I can
do this, I can understand what it is about magma
that makes some volcanoes so explosive.

Ft AMFptaAN Mrl<FuM 6 N^iuFAr Htqrrlev ReadWorks.org
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SODA sooA

lllustration Credit: Eric Hamilton

You can think of a magma chamber as a bottle of soda.
The soda is like the magma and the fizz represents allthe
gases in the magma. When the cap is on, the fizz is under

a lot of pressure, but lf rs disso/ved in the magma.

lllustration Credit: Eric Hamilton

When you crack open the soda boftle, fhe pressure ls
released, or suddenly lowered. As the gases try to come out
of the soda, bubbles are formed. As soon as buhbles form,
they want to escape the liquid. Ihrs causes an explosion.

In the same way, when a crack opens up above the magma chamber, the magma bursts out
in an eruption. When a volcano is explosive, we know there were lots of gases dissolved in
the magma.

I want to find out how various gases behave in magma at different temperatures and
pressures. When do the gases dissolve in magma? How are the gases released? When do
they cause an explosive eruption?

My goal is to understand, and even predict, explosive volcanic eruptions. This could protect
the 500 million people across the planet who live near active volcanoes!

Step 1: Visit Volcanoes and Gollect Rocks

I may do most of my work in the lab, but my research starts in the field, at actual volcanoes. I

study two volcanoes: Mount Vesuvius in ltaly and Mount St. Augustine in Alaska. Both these
volcanoes erupted explosively many times. They're both found above subduction zones,
places where the edge of one tectonic plate is sinking underneath another.

f, Ar r",an* Mr,(FurA B Nallp^t Hl(Tnty ReadWorks.org
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Photo Credit:AMNH

The explosion of Mount Vesuvius in A.D. 79 buried the
cities of Pompeiiand Herculaneum with mud and ash.

Photo Credit:AMNH

Mount St. Augustine is paft of the Ring of Fire, a chain of
volcanoes circling the Pacific Ocean. lt has erupted twice since

1969.

I hope to discover what makes these types of volcanoes explosive.

Photo Credit:AMNH

I start by collecting pumice, a light rock filled with holes like a sponge. pumice forms from
explosive eruptions. The lava flows during these eruptions are foamy from all the gas. The
frothy liquid cools very quickly. When it hardens, the bubbles in the lava become holes in the
solid rock. ln fact, there are so many holes that pieces of pumice actually float on water!

Step 2: Examine the Rocks in the Lab

Now I return to the lab to study the pumice. This is where my research really begins!

These rocks formed over thousands of years under extreme temperatures and pressures. My
goal is to figure out exactly how they formed. To do this, I'm going to crush a piece of pumice
and try to re-create it in the lab. I have to learn as much as I can about the rock before I

f I An,ru,.-n* Mr rcrr rtr,\ i N,rrr rrlr Hrsrrr!'v ReadWorks.org
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begin.

I'm most interested in two parts of the pumice: volcanic glass and melt inclusions

Photo Credit: AMNH

To begin, we prepare the samples.

To get a closer look, we cut a rock into thin slices or crush it and separate the grains. Then we
mount the samples on glass slides.

Then, we examine them.

Volcanic a/ass r.s magma that cooled
quickly after it erupted. lt has the same

composition as the original magma, minus
gases that escaped.

Photo Credit:AMNH

My scientific assrsfanf Christine Tappen does

Photo Credit: AMNH

Down in the magma chamber, sometimes drops of melt, or magma, get
trapped inside minerals as they grow. when the magma erupts and cools,

these melt inclusions remain intact and preseve droplets of the originat
magma, including fhe gases.

We're looking for rock samples with minerals that
contain melt inclusions. These can only be seen with
a powerful microscope because they are smaller
than a grain of sand. We also use more powerful
instruments to measure the amount of and types of
gases in the samples.

r

il

t
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Step 3: Make a Mini-Magma Ghamber

What was it like deep in the magma chamber when
the pumice formed? What was the temperature?

What was the pressure?

We experiment with different conditions until we have re-created the same rock. Then, we will
know more about what it was like deep inside the magma chamber, before the volcano
erupted.

FIRST, we prepare a mini-magma chamber

We combine all of the ingredients needed to make our
own rock.

We crush some of the pumice we collected into a
fine powder.

most of the work to get the samples ready. She
also helps to analyze them.

This goes into a tiny gold capsute, with some gas
we added.

Then, we seal it tight so the gas does not escape.

SECOND, we turn it into magma...and make a rock!

Now I know a lot about the pumice. I'm ready to
begin my experiments.

Photo Credit:AMNH

We put our capsule, or mini-magma chamber, under some pretty extreme conditions.

Photo Credit:AMNH

We heat the sample to about 800 rees F.) That's about three times
fl Ar"oo,ao" Mrr<crrrrl h NAruplr Hrqroev

degrees G (1500 deo
ReadWorks.org
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hotter than your oven gets.

We set the pressure to about 2000 bars. This is equal to the pressure exerted by the
Earth about 4112 miles deep.

After the machine runs for several days, we shut it off so the magma cools quickly
and hardens into glass.

THIRD, we analyze our new rock

lf it has the same amount of gas as the original rock, we know we chose the right temperature
and pressure. lf not, we try again.

It can take many experiments to discover the same conditions as the original magma
chamber. But, every time that we do it, we are learning more about what makes volcanoes
explode.

fr, AMFe,aaN Mil<gurur x Nantpar Htqronv
ReadWorks.org



ReadWbrks" Making Rocks - Comprehension euestions

Name: Date:
1' Magma is hot, melted rock found inside the Earth. What is the area deep under a
volcano where it collects?

2' This text lists and describes the steps Jim Webster takes as he collects, examines,
and tries to recreate rocks from explosive volcanoes. What is one goal of this process?

Support your answer with evidence from the text.

3. What is the main idea of this text?



Readltlbrks' Making Rocks - Comprehension Questions

4. ln this text, the author compares a magma chamber to a bottle of soda. Why might
the author have made this comparison?

Support your answer with evidence from the text and images.
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Hard Minerals

Visitors can pocket a billion years of history at a
diamond-strewn park.

ln Februa ry 2007,at the Crater of Diamonds State Park in Arkansas, Jlm C"tiltf made a gem

of a find. He discovered a 2.67-carat yellow diamond-a rare stone that is a bit bigger than a

large pea. And he was allowed to keep it!

Gem hunters uncovered more than 480 diamonds at Crater of Diamonds in 2006. Most were

small, about the size of a match head. But some, like Gatliffs discovery, were bigger - and

more valuable.

Gems, such as diamonds, rubies, and emeralds, are all types of crystals. They vary in color

because they are formed from different materials. Diamonds are made from the element

carbon. Carbon is also found in graphite, the material used in pencil leads. The graphite in

your pencil is pretty soft. Diamonds aren't. In fact, diamond is the hardest mineral on Earth.

Minerals are the solid materials that make up rocks.

Science Spin

The hardness sca/e.

Diamonds are born hundreds of miles below Earth's surface, or crust. Beneath the crust is a

hot, partially oozing layer called the mantle. lnside the mantle, the pressure is enormous and

temperatures can reach as high as 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit. That heat and pressure can

transform carbon into diamonds.

How did diamonds end up in Arkansas and other places around the world? "lt takes a special

type of volcanic activity to bring diamonds to the surface," says Rachel Engebrecht, a

spokesperson for Crater of Diamonds. Liquid rock called magma erupted from the mantle

through tubes called volcanic pipes. That magma carried diamonds to the surface.

The gems at Crater of Diamonds probably formed billions of years ago. "We think the

diamonds qot oushed up to the surface around 100 million vears aqo, durinq the aqe of
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dinosaurs," Engebrecht says.

All diamonds people find in the ground are old, but some diamonds may not come from
underground at all. Black diamonds are a rare kind of diamond with mysterious origins. Some
scientists think the black gems were created inside supernovas (exploding stars) and
traveled to Earth from space!

Measuring Minerals
The hardness of minerals is measured on the Mohs scale. Diamond is the hardest. Talc, a
white mineral found in baby powder, is at the softest end of the scale.

ReadWorks.org



ReadllJorkd Hard Minerals - Comprehension euestions

Name Date:

1. According to the passage, why do gems vary in color?

A, The sun changes the gems'colors.

B, They are dyed different colors.

C. They are formed from different materials.

D. Heat changes the color of the gems.

2. According to the description in the passage, what is the highest ternperature the
mantle can reach?

A. 2,006 degrees Fahrenheit

B. 480 degrees Fahrenheit

C. 4,000 degrees Celsius

D. 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit

3. Based on the passage, which of the following most likely makes a gem valuable?

A. how hard the gem is

B. what color the gem is

C. how rare the gem is

D. how much carbon is in the gem

4. Read the following sentence and answer the question below:

"Black diamonds are a rare kind of diamond with mysterious origins."

As used in the sentence, rare describes

A, where to find diamonds

B. how to determine the value of a diamond

C. something that is uncommon

D. something that can be found everywhere



ReadtVorks' Hard Minerals - Comprehension Questions

5. The central idea of the passage is

A. where to find diamonds

B. how to determine the value of a diamond

C. how diamonds are formed

D. how pencils are made

6. What transforms carbon into diamonds?

7. Do you think graphite is more common than diamonds? Please explain your answer.

8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes

the sentence.

graphite and diamonds are both made from carbon, graphite is much

softer than diamonds.

A. So

B. Although

C. Because

D. Then



Readltbrks" Hard Minerals - Cause & Effect Questions

Name: Date:

1. The large amount of heat and pressure in the Earth's mantle causes

A. diamonds to turn yellow.

B. diamonds to turn black.

C. carbon to become diamonds.

D. all of the above.

2. Different gems are different colors because they

A. are formed from different minerals.

B. have different lights shining on them.

C. are dyed to increase their sparkle.

D. take on the color of the background they are placed on.

3. ln the sentence, "Diamonds are born hundreds of miles below Earth's surface, or
crust," "Diamonds are born" is a way of saying they

A. are buried deeply.

B. have their beginning.

C. get chipped off bigger rocks.

D. none of the above.

4. Examples of crystals are

A. emeralds

B. diamonds

C. rubies

D. all of the above

5. what causes diamonds to come up out of the Earth? Explain.



ReadWorkd Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: degree

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word degree?

A. the amount or extent

B. a copy of a magazine

C. the day after today

2. What is another meaning of the word degree?

A, a unit of measurement for heat

B. a building where goods are made

C. the act of managing something

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best
completes the sentence.

3. The prime meridian is 0 --------. _ longitude.

A. degrees

B, degree

4. When the famous songwriter Bob Dylan was awarded a special at princeton
University, the bugs were so noisy the musician wrote a song about them.

A. degrees

B. degree

5. Please write your own sentence using the word degree.



Readllihrks' Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: degree

6. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word degree so that you
can use it when you write or speak?



ReadWbrkd

Name:

Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: measure

Date
1. What is a meaning of the word measure?

A. pass time in a specific way

B. to judge, value, or appraise

C. recall knowledge from memory

2. What is another meaning of the word measure?

A. produce laughter

B. obtain by purchase

C. to find the size

Please use each answer choice only once. choose the one word that bestcompletes the sentence.

3. You can _ the length, width, and height of a solid object with a ruler.

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring

4. The children things in the classroom

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring



ReadWbrkd Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: measure

5. A thermometer is a tool that _ temperature.

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring

6. You can measure the amount of space that liquid takes up, or volume, wlth a
cup.

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring

7. I added that to my list of data.

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring



Readtllbrkd Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: measure

8. What differences do you see in the two ?

A. measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring

9. You will need to consider the observable and characteristics of each child.

A, measures

B. measure

C. measurements

D. measurable

E. measured

F. measurement

G. measuring

10. Please write your own sentence using the word measure.



ReadWorks' Hard Minerals - Vocabulary: measure

11. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word measure so that
you can use it when you write or speak?
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What's the Big ldea...About Earth
rhis texr is provided 

"."nl"XH?i3ti'lyl*?Y,:Hr'lJ3ill"flli:139, History's website ror kids.

Our Earth ls Always Ghanging

The Earth formed over 4.5 billion years ago, and it has been changing ever since.

Sometimes these changes happen. very fast. An earthquake can split the ground in a few
seconds. Lava from a volcanic eruption can spread over the side of a volcano in minutes. A
heavy rainstorm can flood a neighborhood in a day. These changes are easy to see.

But most changes happen so slowly we don't notice them at all. The continents slowly creep
across the surface of the Earth at an average speed of eight centimeters a year. Over
hundreds of millions of years, mountains form, and then slowly erode away.

How do Earth scientists know about these changes? They do a lot of detective work, and they
look for clues all over the Earth!

Photo Credit: NPS

The Grand C6nyon started to form about six
million years ago.

Photo Credit: USGS

Earthquakes change the landscape suddenty, but
are caused by pressure built up over a long time.

A Peek lnside Our Planet

The Earth is made of different layers

we live on the Earth's crust, a layer of rock about 30 kilometers (22 miles) thick. That might

F{Fryrcru 6
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seem thick, but it's actually very thin, considering the size of the Earth. The Earth's crust and
some of the mantle below is broken up into large pieces called tectonic plates.

The mantle is a thick layer just under the crust. lt's as hard as rock, but it's actually flowing
very slowly, about as slowly as your fingernails grow.

The outer core is a liquid layer, made mosfly of iron and

nickel, that moves around the inner core. This motion causes the Earth to act like a giant
magnet.

The inner core is a solid ball made almost entirely of
two metals, iron and nickel. lt's hotter here than on
the surface of the Sun!

Earth's Layers Work Together

Under your feet, the Earth's different layers are
moving and interacting all the time. All the layers
work together in a system, and each one plays an
important role.

Here's just one way they all work together:

lntense heat flowing out of the core and manfle
makes the mantle flow in circles.
The motion of the mantle causes the plates to
move.

m-nt{r corl
k
30n

lllustrations: Courtesy of AMNH

The Earth's Layers

?

frrtlf

' The moving plates create volcanoes.
' The volcanoes release gases into the atmosphere.
' The atmosphere acts like a giant blanket, keeping the planet warm.

This makes life on Earth possible!

f t ,\ui r:rr ,rr: l,r'1r,srr:u : \,1:r,1,1r i lr\Ta)r'r ReadWorks.org
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Photo Credit: USGS
Photo Credit: NOAA

Early in the Earth's history, water vapor from
volcanoes helped form our oceans.Movement of the plates causes volcanoes and

earthquakes and forms mountains and
continents.

Humans Are Just a Tiny Part of Earth's Long History

Our planet Earth formed 4.5 billion years ago. That's a really, really long time ago! Humans
like us have only been around for 30,000 years. That's just a small part of the Earth's past.

It's hard to picture the Earth's long history. Here's one way to do it. lmagine the entire history
of the Earth squeezed into just twelve hours, from noon to midnight.

When we think of time in this way, humans have only been around three seconds!

lllustrations: Courtesy of AMNH

Rocks Tell Stories About the Earth

Rocks hold important clues about our planet. They reveal secrets about remote places we

f, Ar,^oo,ao^, Mr(Frrrr H NarrroAl Hr<rrlev ReadWorks.org
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can't go to and about distant times in the past.

Scientists might not be able to travel inside an erupting volcano, to the bottom of the ocean,

or across the solar system. But they can learn about the conditions in these places from rocks

they collect.

Rocks also give scientists a look back in time. We know about life long ago from the fossils

held in sedimentary rocks. Fossils tell us when, where, and how ancient plants and animals

once lived on the Earth.

Rocks can also tell us about the history of Earth itself. They hold clues to how the Earth

formed and how it's changed over billions of years.

Photo Courtesy of AMNH

Ihls ls a fossl/ of Protoceratops, an animal that
lived about B0 million years ago.

Photo Credit: NPS

This marine fossilrich rock was found high on the
Guadalupe Mountains in west Texas.

All Rocks Are Made of Minerals

Whether it's a rock in your backyard or in a canyon wall, almost every rock you've ever seen

is made of minerals.

Rocks are different because they have different types and amounts of minerals in them. One
way scientists identify rocks is by looking closely at their minerals. For example, the

rock sandstone is made of the mineral quartz. The rock granite contains quartz too, but it also
has other minerals like mica and feldspar.

The kinds of minerals in a rock give clues to where the rocks formed. A rock with the mineral
qarnet probablv formed deep in the Earth. like under a mou ntain. A rock with the mineral
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muscovite probably formed on land.

Photo Courtesy of AMNH

Ihls rs a rock called gabbro. lt's made of the
minerals plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and

orthopyroxene.

Photo Courtesy of AMNH

A piece of gabbro was crushed. lts three main
minerals were separated.

There Are Three Types of Rock

Rocks come in all sizes, shapes, colors, and textures.

Despite their differences, there are three basic types of rocks

lgneous (lG-nee-us) rocks form from melted rock, or magma, that comes from inside the
Earth. Sometimes the magma erupts from a volcano, and then cools and hardens at the
Earth's surface. Magma can also cool slowly and form rocks underground. lgneous rocks are
brand-new rocks. They don't form from other rocks.

Sedimentary (sed-uh-MEN-tuh-ree) rocks form from tiny pieces of rock that are broken down
by wind and water. Over time, these pieces settle in layers with sand, silt, dead plants, and
animal skeletons. These sediments are squeezed by other sediments above them until they
cement together to form a rock.

f, A*r",ao* MrrsFuM H NarlFAr Hr\Toov ReadWorks.org
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Metamorphic (meh-tuh-MOR-fik) rocks form from
igneous, sedimentary, and even other metamorphic
rocks deep in the Earth's crust. When these rocks
are heated and squeezed, they slowly change into
new, metamorphic rocks.

Scientists Discover Things About Our Planet All
The Time

In the 1960s, scientists discovered evidence that the
Earth's crust and upper-most mantle are broken into
plates that are always moving.

In the late 1970s, scientists found hot-water vents at
the bottom of the ocean where plates are moving
apart.

ln 2004, scientists discovered that there once was
liquid water on Mars. Other planets could hold

important clues to the history, or future, of our own
planet Earth. photo courtesy of AMNH

Top: lgneous Middle: Sedimentary Bottom:
Scientists are always exploring new mysteries Metamorphic

Sometimes they do fieldwork, traveling to places

like volcanoes or earthquake sites. Other times they
do experiments in labs, recreating conditions deep inside the Earth where we can't go.

We have learned a lot about our Earth, but there is much more to learn. What will scientists
discover tomorrow? Will that scientist be YOU?

fr, A^rro,an* MlrsruM B NAtrlplr Hrsrnov ReadWorks.org
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Photo Credit: NASA/JPL

What kinds of things do you think we could tearn
from other planets?

jF""#-^' 1

Photo Credit: USGS

A scientist might gather rocks at a volcano to find
out why it erupted.

fl ArlFttaax Milqrlil,r B NA?rrDir Ht(fitay ReadWorks.org



What's the Big ldea...About Earth - Comprehension euestions,

Name

1. When did the Earth form?

A, in the 1960s

Date:

B. about 30,000 years ago
C. 240 million years ago
D. over 4.5 billion years ago

o1;::5ffiil;;HJi* in circres, causins tectonic prates ro move. what is an errect

A. lntense heat flows from the Earth,s core.
B. The atmosphere acts like a giant blanket.
C. Gases are released into the atmosphere.
D. Volcanoes are created.

3. Read this sentence from the text.

"scientists can learn where a rock formed by studying the minerars in the rock.,,
what evidence in the text supports this concrusion?

f"X"i:ff ii?,'"?:f^t;T*l' is neou s, sed i me n ta ry, a n d even oth er m eta morp h ic
B' A rock with the mineral garnet.probably formed deep in the Earth, like under amountain, whire a rock with the ri;;r;'rrJouite probabry formed on rand.

g'#:"Jil1l",i?:;.h,?J#ll3lc. runts rrom a vorcano, it coors and hardens at the
D' sedimentary rocks form from tiny pieces of rock that are broken down by wind andwater and then setfle in layers with sand,-rilt,-i""0 pl"nii 

"ij "n,ral 
skeletons.

4' What can you infer about the age of rocks as compared to humans?
A' Rocks have been around much ronger than humans have,B' Like humans, rocks are just a tiny part of Earth,s history.c' Humans have been around much ronger than rocks have.D' Humans have no way of finding out the age of a rock.



Readttlorks'
What's the Big ldea...About Earth _

5. What is the main idea of this text?
Comprehension euestions

,f;E"Ifriilffi:"tv been around for 30,000 vears, which makes up just a smal part or

B' scientists study the Earth's layers and rocks to rearn more about a planet that isconstanfly changing over time.

fistL|.:ifr"ffiil::;of minerals, and one wav scientists identify rocks is by tookins

D' ln the late 1970s, scientists found hot-water vents at the bottom of the ocean wheretectonic plates are moving apart.

6. Read these sentences from the text.

"lmagine the entire history of the Earth squeezed into just twelve hours, from noon tomidnight' when we think of time in this way, humans have onry been around threeseconds!"

why might the author have asked the reader to "imagine the entire history of the Earthsqueezed into just twelve hours,,?

A' to suggest to the reader that the history of the Earth is coming to an end

""#irll il:#?lflnunderstand 
that humans have ontv been around a shorr time

c' to illustrate for the reader how humans have had no impact on the history of the EarthD' to suggest to the reader that humans have been calculating time in the wrong way
7' Choose the answer that best compretes the sentence.
il

learn about th

scientists are not abre to traver inside an erupting vorcano, they can stile conditions in the volcano by studying its rocks.,,
A. Because

B. Although

C. Since

D. lnstead



ReadftIorks" What's the Big ldea...About Earth - Comprehension euestions

8. What type of rock can fossils can be found in?

9. Based on the information in the text, what do fossils tell us?

10. Studying rocks can help scientists learn about the history of Earth. Provide at least
two pieces of evidence from the text to support this statement.
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What Makes Up Matter?, ,i r.

When you look around, you may see things like cars and people. You may feel things you
cannot see, like air blowing across your face. Desks, people, arld blowing air areexamples -

of matter. Matter is anything that has mass and takes up space.

Propertie, ui. ,pr.ial qualities for which someth,ing is known. Matter has many different
propertigs, sqch as qolor, size, shape, and the way it feels.,It is, pasy to,sgg some properties
of matter. You may need to use a microscope pr hpnd lensito see other properties

The smallest particle of nlatter that has,the spme propepties of th4 mattgl is called an atom.
All objects are made up of many, many atoms. In fact, there a1e ljllions of ptoms in a tiny
piece of sand! ,r ;r , , , ., . .

Most matter is made up of atoms.t!at have j,qined with o{her atoms to make a molecule. A
molecule is one particle of matter that is made up of two or more atoms joined together. A
Water molecul'€ is riiade up of three atoms, 

: . 
i'"

ti,:

Three States of Matter
l,.-.fi.- l , r'i :' , , i i. .. ti.,,.r'

Matter idineg in;dit'ferent forms, or states. The'states of matter are three forms that matter
usually trikes: solid; liquid, and gas.'!.'-i

Water lbokslvery Oiff.r.rrt in its three states of matter. Ice iq a solid. Water in a pool is a
I

liquid. Water vdpor is a gas, which you cannot see. The thre,e states of water look different,
but they are all
made up 9f lhe
of atoms. ii,,

1,.1.: lr,i1,
'' rot"

the same kind of matter. Each particle of ice; watern and water vapor is

f?me kind of molecule. Each moleoulo, is,made,up of the same two kinds '

1 1..'i,

I_

.!

TWo hydroges atpps
and one oxygen
atom combine to
make a water
molecule.

6

4
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Size of Matter Molecules Diagram

Solid The ice frozen on the
ground is a solid.

Molecules in a solid are
packed'close together in a
regular pattern.

I

lo
OO
oo

o
o

O
o

Liquid The water in a lake
is a liquid.

Molecu'les in a liquid slide
past each other but stay
close together. They do
not form a regular pattern.

i

O oo

oo
ooo

Water vapor The water
1:

vapor rn the alr ls gas.

Molecqles in a gas move
quickly and do not stay
close together. They do
not form any pattern. oo

o
o

o
o

Why do solids, liquids, and gases have different propegies? The palticles of matter in each

of these states are put together in different ways. I-oot< at the chait to understand how.

Properties of Solids, Liquids, and Gases ' 
,

Matter can change from one state to another, but it does not become a new kind of matter.

The state of matter is a physical property of matter. A physical property of matter can

be seen without changing matter into something new. Size, shape, color, and tlie way
something feels are other physical properties of matter. : '

Remember this about the shapes of diffbrent states of matter: A solid always keeps its own
shape. A liquid takes the shape of the container it is in. A gas spreads apartor can be

squeezed together to fit into spaces.

'' States of Matter: Water

.1 ,.

,f;
.rii'
-j
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Name Date

What Makes Up Matter?
Use the words in the box to fill in the chart.

Sotid Liquid Gas

I ;

4 t.

a,
5. 8.

3 6. 9.

Write answers to the questions on the lines below.
. : i ....'. l

10. What is most matter made up of?

oxygen

tea

juice

cotton

vlnegar

carbon dioxide

water vapor

papef

steel

1L. How are ice, water, and water vapor alike?

12. What are the four physical properties of matter?

; @ Houghton Mifllin Harcourt Publishing Company
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Name Date

13. Main ldea Explain why the color blue and the numQer 12 are not considered matter.

14. Vocabulary What is the difference between an atom and amolecule?

15. Reading Skill: Main Idea and Detaits List two details that support the idea that
matter has properties that can be observed.

16. Critical Thinking: Apply Explain why people use solids and not liquids or gases to
build houses. It

L7. Test Prep The molecules of a gas

A are arranged in a pattern.

B are spread far apari.

C are very close together.

D never move.

@ Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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How ls Matter Measured?
The metric system is a system of measurement that uses multiples of 10. Millimeters,
centimeters, meters, and kilometers are used to measure length. You can change-or
convert-to different metric units simply by multiplying or dividing by a multiple of 10.

The metric system allows scientists to easily communicate observations about matter.
The metric system is standardized and international. , .,

To measure objects, people use tools that measure in metric units such as centimeters,
liters, or kilograms. Length or height can be measured with a ruler that shows centimeters
or meters. Mass can be measured using a balance that shows grams or kilograms. The
volume of liquids can be measured with a container that shows milliliters or liters. ,

Mass '

Think about holding two balls, one in each hand. They are the same size, color, and shape.

However, one ball feels heavier than the other. To find the difference between the balls, you
can measure their masses. Mass is the amount of matter in an object. The ball that feels

heavier has more mass-and more matter.

Knowing the masses of different objects helps people understand them and sort them into
groups. You can use a tool called a balance to measure mass.

To measure the mass of a ball, you put it on one pan of a balance. Then you add objects
called standards to the other pan. Standards are objects with known masses. As you add

standards to the other pan, you watch to see when the two pans balance. When the pans

balance, the total mass of the standards is the same as the mass of the ball.

Physical Science
Core Skills Science, Grade 4@ Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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Volume

i.

Another physical property of matter that can be measured is volume. Volume is the amount
of space that matter takes up. All matter-even air and tiny particles-has mpss and
volume. Volume can be measured in different ways.

To find the volume of a liquid, you use a measurement containcr such as a bcakcr. Thc
volume of a liquid is measured in the metric units liters (L) and milliliters (ml).

To find the volume of a rectangular solid, such as a block, you multiply the length, width,
and height of the block. The volume of a solid is measured in cubic centimeters (cm3).

How do you measurethe volume of a solid with a strange shape, such as a rock? First;you
put some water in a beaker and write down the volume of the liquid. Then you place the
rock into the beaker. The volume of liquid will now appear greater. Write down the new
water volume.

The change in waler volume is the same as the volume of the rock. One milliliter has the
same volume as one cubic centimeter. This means that if the water volume inthe beaker,
goes up by 50 milliliters, the volume of the rock is 50 cm3.

Weight' : ,

You may wonder if the weight of an object is the same as its mass. No. Mass is the amount
of matter in an object. Weight is the measure of the pull of gravity on an object. For ' i

example, your mass is the same everywhere you go.-Your r".igttt-*il1 chanie as you move
to different places on Earth. This is because the amount of gravity pulling on you is
different in different places. '

At sea level, your weight is a little bit more than it is on the top of a high mountain. This is
because the pull of gravity is stronger at sea level than it is on the top of a mountain. When
you move to the top of a mountain, you are farther from the center of Earth.

Physical Science
Core Skills Science, Grade 4@ Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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Name Date

How ls Matter Measured?
Fill in the blanks.

l..Scientistsusethe-,whichisbasedonmultiplesof10.:i.
2. is an important physical property used to identiff, sort, and'describe

objects.

3. The amount of space matter takes up, or
ways for different objects.

is measured in different

4. is a measure of the pull of gravity on an object.

Use the following table to answer the questions below.

5. Where would a person weigh less-Denver International or O'Hare International?

6. Where would the person have the least amount of mass?I

Airport City State ' Elevation
(above sea level)

Denver International Denver Colorado 5371 ft.
La Guardia New York 'Ngw'York" 10 fr.

Los Angeles International Los Angeles California 115 ft.

New Orleans International New Orleans Louisiana -3 ft.
O'Hare International .Chicago Illinois 659 ft.

7. Where would a person weigh more-La Guardia or New Orleans International?

Physical Science
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Name Date

8. Main Idea What units would a scientist most likely use to measure the length of a.

small object?

9. Vocabulary Write aparagraph about measuring matter. Use the terms mass and
volume in the paragraph

10. Reading Skill: Draw Conclusions An object has a mass of 42 g on Earth. What is its
mass on the moon?

1"1. Critical Thinking: Evaluate What would you say to someone who said that the
metric system is not important?

12. Inquiry SkiII: Measure Use a metric ruler. How many centimeters long is your pen
or pencil?

13. Test Prep A backyard is 1,800 cm wide. How many meters wide is it?

A 19,000 m

B 1,800 m

C 180m

D 18m

Physical Science
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What Are Physical Changes in Matter?
: Suppose,you'are playlng soccer with,your friends. You kiclc the ball, and it cracks a

window of your house. The glass breaks into hundreds of tiny pieces. Your soccer ball has

caused a physical'change in the window glass. A physical'change changes the way matter ,

looks. It does not chanse it into a new kind of matter.. r ? ,.ll . I , ,..,l:: ,. r, .,. 
:

1.

Many physical changes ohange the'size, shape, or state of matter. The shape and size of'the
window glass.changed when it broke,'but each pi'ece of brokdn glass still had the properties

ofglass.Nonewkindsofmatterwereformed' i' ':, i : :

Think about a melting juice bar, The melted'part looks.different'f,rom the frozen part. If you
tasted the rnelted part of thejuice bar, it would,taste the'same'as the frozen pafi. The melted
juice bar is not a new kind of matter. It still tastes like a frozenjuice bar. It has,just changed

from a soli$ to a liquid. This change in state is a physical change,, 1 ,, ,

If you hit the juice bar with,a hdmnaer, how.would'it change? The juice bar would probably
break into.smaller pieces. The smaller pieces m,ight melt; but new kinds of matter would not
be formed

a

t,

//

//
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Common Physical Changes :

Suppose you are making, an artproject. You have cut and drawn on the paper. You have
shaped the clay. You know that these changes are physical changes. They are physical
changes because the paper and clay have not been changed into something new.

When matter is moved or changed, energy is at work. Energy is the ability to cause change.

Sometimes energy must be added to matter to make it change. For gxample, heat must be
added.to,ice so the ice will melt. Heat is a form of energy. Heat is added to a glue stick in a
hot glue gun. The glue stick melts when heat is added.

Sometimes matter gives off energy when it changes. If you bend,a metal paper clip baok
and forth many tirnes, the clip will begin to feel warmer. That is because heat energy is
given off as you'bend it.

Think about physical changes that happrn:ru.ry day. Ice melts. Glass breaks. You cut some
paper. These changes in form, size, and shape need energy. Heat energy from the sun rnelts
the ice. The energy of a moving soccer ball breaks the glass. The energy in your body helps
you cut out a snowflake.

Energy in the form of heat is
added to melt the glue stick in a
hot glue gun.

Energy in the form of heat is
remgyp$ to cool molten lava
into igneous rock.

Physical Science
Core Skills Science, Grade 4
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Name Date

What Are Physical Changes in Matter?
Write true if the statement is true'and false if the statement is false. If the statement

is false, rewrite the italicized part to make it true.

1. Physical changes can change the size, shape, or state of matter.
I

I
2. When a juice bar melts, a new kind of matter is formed.

3. Whenever matter is moved or changed, enetgy is involved.

e

s

rs

' 4.'Whenia'paperclip is bent; heat energy is:rernoved.

Complete the web diagram about physical changes.

j! ! :i

Example:
blowing up
a balloon

6. Change: Physical
Changes

Example:
melting ice

Example:
molding clay ij

Physical Science
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Name Date

8. Main Idea How do you know that melti4g icg is a physical ghange?

9. Vocabulary Describe what energy is.

L0. Reading Skill: Cause and Effect What type of energy causes a rain puddle to
disappear on a sunny day?.

1L. Critical Thinking: Analyze Aplumberuses a torch to heat'a,copper pipe in order to
bend it. Is this change a physical change? Explain.

I"2. Inquiry SkiII: Compire Compare the properties of broken and unbroken glass.
Explain why breaking glass is 4 physical chaqgp.

13. Test Prep Which of the following is NOT a physical change?

A A dish of water set out in the sun becomes dry.

B Wood burns in a campfire to form charcoal.

C A sandwich is cut into four smaller pieces.

D Chocolate melts in your pocket on a hot day.'

Physical Science
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What Happens when Matter ls Heated or cooled?
Thermal energy is the total energy of the particles of matter. It has to do with the energy of
moving particles. Thb particles of a solid have very little energy of motion. If you add more
energy to particles of matter, they will move faster and farther apart.

Thermal energy ban be added and taken away from rn'atter. You'iannot see thermal energy,
but you can feel it as heat. Heatlis the flow of thermal energy from a warmer areato a
cooler atea. i

When you heat matter, its thermal energy grows. The particles of matter move faster and
farther apart. When you cool matter, you take away thermal energy. The particles of matter
slow down and move closer together. ''

Temperature . , , ...,: 
:

Temperature is used to measurrhb* hot or cold matter is. Temperature also tells how fast
the particles of matter are moving. Particles of matter move more slowly in cold
temperatures and faster in warm temperatures. :

A thermometer is a tool that measures tempeqature. Thermometers measure temperature in
uniJq called degrees. Scientists and people in almost ad other countries use the Ghi.s scale
of ddgrees. In the United States, temperature is measured using the Fahrenheit scale. '

When you add heat to an object, its temperature will go up. To lower the temperature of an
object, you must put it in a cooler place.

.,# br;
vu

*

-In4. q. ",Cill .vtr
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Changes in State

The temperature of matter makes it solid, liquid, or gas. When matter is heated qr cooled,
its temperature changes, and it changes state. Melting, freezing,boiling, and condensation
are physical changes in the state of matter. 

:

When you heat a solid, its particles move faster and faster until, they break out of their
places. This change in state is melting-a qolid becoming a liquid.'

Particles in a liquid can move past each other, but they stay close together. When you heat a
liquid, its particles move faster and faster until they spread even fariher apart. Th; Hquid
becomes a gas during a change in state called 

"rruporution. 
purti.t.r;; **;;;; q"i.tf"

and there is much space between them. At very high temperatures, liquidlvaporates
quickly. Boiling is very fast evaporation.

If you take heat away from matter, it will change state again. The particles of matter will
move more slowly and closer together. As matter cools, gases turn into liquids, or condense.
Liquids can also turn into solids, or freeze.'

Changes in state are physical changes. The matter looks different because the particles of .,,

matter are in different places. However, the particles have not changed. The particles of ice
are the same as the particles of liquid water. They are just packed together in different
ways. Particles that are held together more strortgly, suctr as in sotidi need *or. 

"rr.rgy.to'irbreakthem apart. i ,

Matter Stays the Same

Matter might look different after a physical change, but the kind of matter itself does not
change. Its particles have not changed. They are just packed together differently.

After a physical'change, the matter's physical properties, such as color and density, stay the
same. Its mass, or amount of matter, also stays the same. Water is not the only nna of
matter that changes state. Metals, such as iron, can also change state. When iron is h6ated,
it gets soft. Soft metals can be hammered and bent into diffeient shapes. When you add'
more heat, the metal gets softer and softer. Finally, it melts into a tiquia. It has c-hanged
state, but its physical properties are still the same. It is not a new kild of matter.

Physical Science
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Name Date

What Happens when Matter ls Heated or Cooled?
Match the statement with the letter of the correct answer.

- 

. 
1. the tbtal energy of particles in matter

2, the flow of thermal energy from a warrner
area to a cooler area

3. the,measure of how hot or cold matter is

complete the chart to describe how matter changes state.

a. heat

b. temperature

c. thermal energy

;'r
.,.'.i

:'i
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State of matter Change Resulting state of matter

solid 4 5.

qt

Iiquid 6.
solid

7. I
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gas
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Name Date

9. Main ldea, How doe,s heating affect particles of matter?'

10. Vocabulary How is thermal energy related to heat?

11. Reading Skill: Classify Classifu each of the following,changes according to whether
they are caused by adding heat or removing heat: boiling, condensation, mqlting,
freezing.

12. Critical Thinking: Apply Which do you think would boil sooner when heated-a cup
of cold water or a cup of warm water? Explain your answer.

13. Inquiry Skill: Measure What tool would you use to measure the outside air
temperature?

14. Test Prep Which occurs when heat is removed from an object?

A The particles of the object move faster and farther apart.

B The object expands.

C The particles of the object gain thermal energy.

D The particles of the object move slower and closer together.

Physical Science
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ReadWorks Matter ls Everywhere!

Matter ls Everywhere!
by ReadWorks

Everything around us is made of matter-your clothes, the trees, even the water you drink!
We divide matter into four major categories, which are called the four states of matter: liquid,
gaseous, solid, and plasma. However, we will focus on the first three. Whatever the state of
matter may be, all matter is made of tiny particles called atoms. These particles are too tiny to
see with the naked eye; they're even too small to see with a regular microscope. lf you line up
a million atoms next to each other, they will be as thick as a single piece of human hair. So,
we can only look at atoms through very powerful tools, one of them being the "scanning
tunneling" microscope.

How Do We Know?



Readlilorkd Matter ls Everywhere!

We can easily see liquids and solids around us, but most gases aren't visible. We can't see
the air around us, but it is still made of atoms that constantly move around freely in space.
How can we tell?

Take a balloon, for example. When we pump air into a balloon, it visibly inflates. That means
that gaseous matter is filling the balloon and taking up space. The more air we blow into the
balloon, the bigger it gets. Therefore, we can observe the way gas moves around space. ln
the same way, inflatable pool toys also fill with air so that they can float on water. When we fill
the plastic shells with air, the toys take shape. Since air is lighter than water, the pool toys can
rest on the water without sinking. And then we can enjoy a sunny day while floating in a pool!

Moving Atoms
Atoms are constantly moving. However, atoms move at different speeds within different states
of matter. We have been able to determine that atoms move slower in solids than they do in
liquids. That's because atoms in solids are tightly packed, and there is less space to move
around freely. The atoms in gas move the fastest. Since the atoms move more freely in liquids
and gases, they can undergo a process called diffusion. (Solids can diffuse as well, although
it's a much longer process.) Diffusion is the movement of particles from a higher concentration
to a lower concentration. That's why, when you spray perfume in a corner of a room, you will
eventually smell it on the other side of the room. The atoms from the perfume diffuse through
the air. Because of this diffusion, the perfume scent is spread.

ldentification
We can identify materials according to a variety of properties. Scientists have determined
several different measurements to help label materials. Some examples are temperature,
hardness, color and length. Usually, these are used to measure solids, like rocks and
minerals. However, temperature can be used to measure liquids as well. When geologists
study rocks, they often use the Mohs scale of mineral hardness. This scale altows us to
characterize the scratch resistance of various minerals. A diamond is described as hard
because it is extremely difficult to scratch. Scientists can measure hardness with the Mohs
scale and compare minerals to other minerals.

Scientists always use various methods to group materials together-that way, it's easier to
study and compare them. That's another reason why we differentiate between liquids, gases,
solids and plasmas!



Readl,tlorks' Matter ls Everywhere! - Comprehension euestions

Name: Date:
1. Everything around us is made of

A. liquids

B. matter

C. plasma

D. gas

2' Why does the author describe the balloon and inflatable pool toys filling up with air?
A' in order to explain that it is impossible to observe the way gas moves around space
B. in order to exprain that air is not made of atoms that take up space
c' in order to explain that air is made of atoms that take up space even though air isinvisible

D. in order to prove that these are fun objects to inflate

3' Atoms move slower in solids than they do in liquids. Which evidence from the
passage best supports this statement?

A' Solids, liquids, and gases can all undergo the process of diffusion.
B' Diffusion is the movement of particles from a higher concentration to a lowerconcentration.

C. The atoms in gas move the fastest.

D' Atoms in solids are more tightly packed than atoms in liquids, so there is less spaceto move around freely in solids.

4' Based on the passage, the corner where a perfume is initially sprayed has

A. has no concentration of perfume particles

B' has the same concentration of perfume particles as the rest of the room
C' a lower concentration of perfume particles than the other corners of the room
D' a higher concentration of perfume particles than the other corners of the room



Readt{orkd Matter ls Everywhere! - Comprehension euestions

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. matter and the properties it has in certain states

B. the process of diffusion

c. the different measurement scientists use to label materials

D. the inflation of balloons and pool toys

6. Read the following sentences from the passage: "Whatever the state of matter may
be, all matter is made of tiny particles called atoms. These particles are too tiny to see
with the naked eye; they're even too small to see with a regular microscope. lf you line
up a million atoms next to each other, they will be as thick as a single piece of human
hair."

The author uses the example of "a single piece of human hair" to illustrate

A. how atoms can be seen with a regular microscope

B. how tiny atoms actually are

C. how hairy atoms actually are

D. how much they look like hair

7. choose the answer that best compretes the sentence below.

Scientists group materials together
them that way.

A. however

B. but

C. although

D. because

it is easier to compare and study



ReadWbrkd Matter ls Everywhere! - Comprehension Questions

8. Explain why atoms move at different speeds depending on whether they are in liquids

or solids.

9. What is diffusion?

10. Explain whether smoke filling up a room is diffusion or not.



Readttrlbrkd Adventure on a Hot Air Balloon

Adventure on a Hot Air Balloon
by ReadWorks

The wind is starting to blow stronger, and when you're riding in a basket under a hot air balloon, just 400
feet above ground, that's not necessarily a good thing. Keith Rodriguez looks to the horizon and squints.
He had planned to take off from Scioto Downs, a horse racetrack south of Columbus, Ohio, fly a few miles
north, and land his balloon in a barren cornfield next to his pickup truck.

Then the wind changed. lnstead of a light breeze from the south, now Rodriguez's bright red balloon is
getting hit by stronger, colder winds headed west. He has plenty of propane fuel in his tank-he probably
could ride the wind halfway to Pennsylvania. But that would be dangerous. Rodriguez's choice of landing
sites just became very limited. As the balloon switches direction and floats east, evefihing below
becomes a wide carpet of suburban sprawl-big-box stores, major highways, and strip malls. Beyond the
stores lie forests.

The only factor in Rodriguez's favor is that it's early, just after 7 a.m. The highways are filling up with
people driving to work, but othenrvise the morning is quiet and still.

"oh boy," Rodriguez thinks. "lf I don't land, like now, this could get bad."

The balloon has no propeller or engine, so Rodriguez can't change direction on his own-he's entirely
dependent on the wind. The only thing he controls is altitude. He does this by changing the air
temperature inside the balloon.

Sitting on the floor of the wicker gondola are three tanks of liquid propane. The tanks are connected via
black rubber hoses to two burners overhead. Each burner is nearly as big as Rodriguez's head. Rodriguez
turns a knob on one side of the burners. This releases propane from a tank into the heating coil, where the
liquid propane is heated to a gas and mixed with the air. Then the mixture is ignited by a pilot light. The
mixture catches fire, and flames leap two feet high into the balloon.



ReadWbrks'
Adventure on a Hot Air Balloon

The balloon rises. Rodriguez has a pran in mind. The frame heats the air inside the nylon balloon. Thisworks on a simpre principre: hot air is righter than cotd air. one cubic foot of air weighs about an ounce. lfyou heat that air by 100 degrees Fahrenheit, its weight drops by about 7 grams. This means every cubicfoot of heated air inside Rodriguez's bailoon can rift about 7 grams. Just by himself, Rodriguez weighs 170pounds, which equals about 77,110 grams. That means he needs about 1 1 ,016 cubic feet of hot air just toraise his own body off the ground. This is why hot air bar loons are so bigthey must trap tremendous
amounts of heated air. Rodriguez's bartoon is a common size, trapping about 100,000 cubic feet of air. Theballoon is 80 feet tall and 60 feet wide. As Rodriguez g ives his short burst of flame, the air inside swirls incomplicated, invisible patterns.

To drop in altitude, Rodriguez can pull a cord attached to a parachute valve at the very top of the balloonsince the hottest air sits at the top, this releases the balloon's most buoyant air, which makes the balloondescend.

Rodriguez gives the cord a short pull, and the gondola drops a litfle.

"l don't have an altimeter, and I can't really see anything happening inside the balloon,,, Rodriguez thinks."l have to pilot by feel.,,

Pushed by the wind, the balloon is flying quickly now. lt's floating over the back wall of a supermarketwhen Rodriguez grabs hold of the parachute valve cord and gives it a long, hard tug. The balloon drops.Quickly. The hot air balloon is sinking, but still flying fonrvard.

It looks as though it's about to slam into the edge of the supermarket's roof, but it sails over it, with onlyabout 15 feet to spare' still, Rodriguez does not let go of the cord. He drops and drops, right between thelight poles of the nearly empty parking lot. Just a few feet above the ground, Rodriguez releases theparachute cord, turns the knob above his head and fires both burners. The steep descent slows. Thegondola touches lightly against the asphalt, and then drags to a stop. There are only two people in theparking lot, standing near the entrance to the store. They look toward the balloon, their eyes and mouthsopen wide in shock.

"That was a little closer than I expected," Rodriguez says to himself, laughing. ,,1 really needed to landquick."



ReadWbrks" Physical Properties - paired Text Questions
ona Air ls

Name: Date:

use the article "Matter ls Everywhere!', to answer questions 1 to 2.

1. what can be identified according to a variety of properties?

2. What are four examples of properties?

Use the article "Adventure on a Hot Air Balloon" to answer questions 3 to 4.

3' The only thing Keith Rodriguez controls in his hot air balloon is altitude. How does he
control the balloon's altitude?
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Properties - Paired Text Questions
re on a Hot Air Balloon Matter ls Evervwhere!

4. What property of propane does Rodriguez change using the burner? Support your
answer with evidence from the text.

Use the articles "Adventure on a Hot Air Balloon" and "Matter ls Everywhere!" to
answer questions 5 to 6.

5. What is a property of matter that both texts address?

6. come up with a definition of "property" that works for both texts


